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Abstract
The question that guides our discussion is how did the geometry and particles
come into being? To explore this query the present theory reveals primordial deeper
structures underlying fundamental concepts of contemporary physics. We begin
with a drastic revision of a role of local internal symmetries in physical concept of
curved geometry. Under the reflection of fields and their dynamics from Minkowski
space to Riemannian a standard gauge principle of local internal symmetries was
generalized. The gravitation gauge group is proposed, which was generated by hid-
den local internal symmetries. In all circumstances, it seemed to be of the most
importance for understanding of physical nature of gravity. Last two parts of this
paper address to the question of physical origin of geometry and basic concepts of
particle physics such as the fundamental fields of quarks with the spins and various
quantum numbers, internal symmetries and so forth; also four basic principles of
Relativity, Quantum, Gauge and Color Confinement, which are, as it was proven,
all derivative and come into being simultaneously. The substance out of which
the geometry and particles are made is a set of new physical structures - the goy-
aks 2, which are involved into reciprocal linkage establishing processes. The most
promising aspect of our approach so far is the fact that many of the important an-
ticipated properties, basic concepts and principles of particle physics are appeared
quite naturally in the framework of suggested theory.
1 Introduction
Although a definite pattern for the theoretical description of particle physics has emerged,
which is attractive enough both theoretically and phenomenologically, but it could not
be regarded as the final word in particle physics and many fundamental questions have
yet to be answered. In all previous studies the concepts and right symmetries, also basic
principles of particle physics have been put into theory by hand. The difficulties associated
with this step are notorious. In view of all this, we are led to consider the problem, as it
was seen at the outset, how to find out the substance or basic structures, something deeper,
that underly both geometry and particles? It will be appropriate to turn to them as the
primordial deeper structures. The absence of the vital physical theory, which will be able
to reveal these structures and answer to the right questions mentioned above, imperatively
stimulates the search for general constructive principles. The guiding line framing our
discussion throughout this paper is the generalization and further expansion of ideas of
the theory of distortion of space-time continuum [1-5], wherein, as it is believed, the
space-time is not pre-determined background on which physical processes take place, but
1E-mail address:gago@bao.sci.am
2goyak in Armenian means an existence (an existing structure). This term has been
used in [1-5]
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a dynamical entity itself. We start with the formulation of general gauge principle, with
in the scope of which we outlined the rules governing the general distortion of geometry.
The last two parts of the theory are a revised and brief version of [4,5]. In second part
our task is to develop and understand the conceptual foundations for our viewpoint.
We elaborate a mathematical framework in order to describe the persistent processes of
creation and annihilation of regular goyaks. It is, in fact, a still wider generalization
of the familiar methods of secondary quantization with appropriate expansion over the
geometric objects. Hence, it gives rise to the formalism of operator manifold, which
yields the quantization of geometry, which differs in principle from all earlier studies.
The geometry realization condition should be cleared up. But it turned out to be a
trivial one, which leads to geometry without particles and interactions. There is still an
other choice of realization of geometry, which subsequently yields the geometry with the
particles and interactions. Connected to it, we employ the wave functions of distorted
goyaks to extend the knowledge here gained regarding the quark fields being introduced
in the color space of internal degrees of freedom. The local distortion rotations around
each fixed axis yield the quarks or anti-quarks. They obey exact color confinement, and
the spectrum of hadrons would emerge as the spectrum of the color singlet states. Finally,
it has been shown that the gauge principle holds for any physical system which can be
treated as a definite system of distorted goyaks. The theory of goyaks predicts a class
of possible models of internal symmetries, which utilize the idea of gauge symmetry and
reproduce the known phenomenology of electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions.
To save writing we guess it worthwhile to leave the other concepts such as the flavors and
so forth with associated aspects of particle physics for an other treatment. It will not
concern us here and must be further discussed. Surely this is an important subject for
separate research.
Part I. General Gauge Principle and Gravitation
2 Formulation of Principle
In spite of unrivaled by its simplicity and beautiful features, Einstein ’s classical theory
of gravitation clashes with some basic principle of field theory. This state of affairs has
not much changed up to present and proposed abundant models of gravitation are not
conductive to provide unartificial and unique recipe for resolving controversial problems
of energy-momentum conservation laws of gravitational interacting fields, localization of
energy of gravitation waves and also severe problems involved in quantum gravity. It may
seem foolhardy to think the rules governing such issues in scope of the theory account-
ing for gravitation entirely in terms of intricated Riemannian geometry. The difficulties
associated with this step are notorious, however, these difficulties are technical. In the
main, they stem from the fact that Riemannian geometry, in general, has not admitted
a group of isometries. So, the Poincare transformations no longer act as isometries. For
example, it is not possible to define energy -momentum as Noether currents related to
exact symmetries and so on. On the other hand, the concepts of local internal symme-
tries and gauge fields [6-8] have became a powerful tool and successfully utilized for the
study of electroweak and strong interactions. The intensive attempts have been made for
constructing a gauge theory of gravitation. But they are complicated sure enough and
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not generally acceptable. Since none of the solutions of the problems of determination
of the gauge group of gravitation and Lagrangian of gravitational field proposed up to
the present seems to be wholly convincing, one might gain insight into some of unknown
features of phenomena of local internal symmetries and gravity by investigating a new
approaches in hope of resolving such issues.. Effecting a reconciliation it is our purpose
to explore a number of fascinating features of generating the gauge group of gravitation
by hidden local internal symmetry. In line with this we feel it of the most importance
to generalize standard gauge principle of local internal symmetries. While, a second
trend emerged as a formalism of the reflection of physical fields and their dynamics from
Minkowski space to Riemannian. There is an attempt to supply some of the answers in a
concise form to the crucial problems of gravitation and to trace some of the major currents
of thoughts under a novel view-point. Exploiting the whole advantages of the field theory
in terms of flat space, a particular emphasis will be placed just on the formalism of the
reflection. The energy -momentum conservation laws of gravitational interacting fields
are well -defined by exploiting whole advantages of auxiliary shadow fields on flat shadow
space.The developed mechanism enables one to infer Einstein ’s equation of gravitation,
but only with strong difference from Einstein ’s theory at the vital point of well -defined
energy -momentum tensor of gravitational field and conservation laws. The curvature as
well as general distortion of geometry at hidden group U loc(1) are considered. This is
not a final report on a closed subject, but it is hoped that suggested theory will serve as
useful introduction and that it will thereby add the knowledge on the role of local internal
symmetries in physical concept of curved geometry.
In standard picture, suppose a massless gauge field Bl(xf ) = T
aBal (xf) with the values
in Lie algebra of group G is a local form of expression of connection in principle bundle
with a structure group G. Collection of matter fields are defined as the sections of vector
bundles associated with G by reflection Φf :M
4 → E that pΦf (xf) = xf , where xf ∈M4
is a space-time point of Minkowski flat space specified by index (f). The Φf is a column
vector denoting particular component of field taking values in standard fiber Fxf upon xf
: p−1(U (f)) = U (f) ⊗ Fxf , where U (f) is a region of base of principle bundle upon which
an expansion into direct product p−1(U (f)) = U (f) ⊗ G is defined. The various suffixes
of Φf are left implicit. The fiber is Hilbert vector space on which a linear representation
Uf(xf ) = exp
(
−T aθaf (xf )
)
of group G with structure constants Cabc is given. This space
regarded as Lie algebra of group G upon which Lie algebra acts according to law of adjoint
representation: B ↔ adB Φf → [B ,Φf ]. To facilitate writing, we shall consider, in the
main, the most important fields of spin 0,
1
2
, 1. But developed method may be readily
extended to the field of arbitrary spin s, since latter will be treated as a system of 2s
fermions of half -integral spin. In order to generalize standard gauge principle below we
proceed with preliminary discussion.
a. As a starting point we shall assume that under gauge field Bf the basis vectors e
l
f
transformed into four vector fields
eˆµ(κBf) = Dˆ
µ
l (κBf )e
l
f , (2.1)
where Dˆµl are real -valued matrix -functions of Bf , κ is universal coupling constant by
which gravitational constant will be expressed (see eq.(4.7)). The double occurrence
of dummy indices, as usual, will be taken to denote a summation extended over their
all values. Explicit form of Dˆµl will not concern us here, which must be defined under
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concrete physical considerations [1-5] (sec. 5,6). However, two of the most common
restrictions will be placed upon these functions. As far as all known interactions are
studied on the base of commutative geometry, then, first of all, the functions Dˆµl will
be diagonalized at given (µ, l). As a real -valued function of Hermitian matrix Bf , each
of them is Hermitian too and may be diagonalized by proper unitary matrix. Hence
Dµl (κBf) = diag(λ
µ
l1, λ
µ
l2, λ
µ
l3, λ
µ
l4), provided with eigen -values λ
µ
li as the roots of polyno-
mial characteristic equation
C(λµl ) = det(λ
µ
l I − Dˆµl ) = 0. (2.2)
Thus
eµ(κBf ) = D
µ
l (κBf)e
l
f (2.3)
lead to commutative geometry. Consequently, if eν(κBf) denotes the inverse matrix -
vector ‖D‖ 6= 0, then < eµ, eν >= Dµl Dlν = δµν , Dµl Dkµ = δkl . A bilinear form on vector
fields of sections τ of tangent bundle of R4 : gˆ : τ ⊗ τ → C∞(R4), namely the metric
(gµν), is a section of conjugate vector bundle S
2τ ∗ (symmetric part of tensor degree) with
corresponding components in basis eµ(κBf)
gµν =< eµ, eν >=< eν , eµ >= gνµ, eµ = gµνe
ν . (2.4)
In holonomic basis gˆ = gµνdx
µ ⊗ dxν . One now has to impose a second restriction on the
functions Dµl by placing stringent condition upon the tensor ω
m
l (xf ) implying
∂fl D
µ
k (κBf ) = ∂
f
k (ω
m
l (xf )D
µ
m(κBf)) , (2.5)
where ∂fl =
∂
∂xlf
, that the ω = ωll should be Lorentz scalar function of the trace of
curvature form Ω of connection Bl with the values in Lie algebra of group G. That is
ω = ω(trΩ) = ω(d trB), (2.6)
provided
Ω =
∑
l<k
F
f
lk dx
l
f ∧ dxkf , B = Bfl dxlf ,
F
f
lk = ∂
f
l Bk − ∂fkBl − ig[Bl,Bk].
(2.7)
There up on a functional ω has a null variational derivative
δω(trΩ)
δBl
= 0 at local variations
of connection Bl → Bl+δBl, namely, ω is invariant under Lorentz(Λ) and G-gauge groups
ω = inv(Λ, G).
b. Constructing a diffeomorphism xµ(xlf) : M
4 → R4, the holonomic functions xµ(xlf)
satisfy defining relation
eµψ
µ
l = e
f
l + χ
f
l (Bf), (2.8)
where
χfl (Bf) = eµχ
µ
l = −
1
2
eµ
∫ xf
0
(∂fkD
µ
l − ∂fl Dµk )dxkf . (2.9)
The following notational conventions will be used throughout: ψµl = ∂
f
l x
µ, where the
indices µ, ν, λ, τ, σ, κ stand for variables in R4, when l, k,m, n, i, j refer to M4. A closer
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examination of eq.(2.9) shows that covector χfl (Bf) realizes coordinates x
µ by providing
a criteria of integration
∂fkψ
µ
l = ∂
f
l ψ
µ
k (2.10)
and undegeneration ‖ψ‖ 6= 0 [9,10]. Due to eq.(2.6) and eq.(2.9), one has Lorentz scalar
gauge invariant functions
χ =< elf , χ
f
l >=
ω
2
− 2, S = 1
4
ψlµD
µ
l =
1
2
(1 +
ω
4
). (2.11)
So, out of a set of arbitrary curvilinear coordinates in R4 the real -curvilinear coordi-
nates may be distinguished, which satisfy eq.(2.8) under all possible Lorentz and gauge
transformations. There is a single -valued conformity between corresponding tensors with
various suffixes on R4 and M4. While, each co- or contra -variant index transformed in-
corporating respectively with functions ψµl or ψ
l
µ. Each transformation of real -curvilinear
coordinates x′µ
′ → xµ was generated by some Lorentz and gauge transformations
∂x′µ
′
∂xµ
= ψµ
′
l′ (B
′
f )ψ
l
µ(Bf)Λ
l′
l . (2.12)
There would then exist preferred systems and group of transformations of real -curvilinear
coordinates in R4. The wider group of transformations of arbitrary curvilinear coordinates
in R4 would then be of no importance for the field dynamics. If an inverse function ψlµ
meets condition
∂ψlµ
dxν
6= Γλµνψlλ, (2.13)
where Γλµν is the usual Christoffel symbol agreed with a metric gµν , then a curvature of
R4 is not vanished [11, 12].
In pursuing the original problem further we are led to the principle point of drastic change
of standard gauge scheme to assume hereafter that single -valued, smooth, double-sided
reflection of fields Φf → Φ(Φf ) : Fxf → Fx, namely Φl···mf (xf ), takes place under local
group G, where Φf ⊂ Fxf , Φ ⊂ Fx, Fx is the fiber upon x : p−1(U) = U ⊗ Fx, U is the
region of base R4. The tensor suffixes were only put forth in illustration of a point at
issue. Then
Φµ···δ(x) = ψµl · · ·ψδmR(Bf)Φl···mf (xf) ≡ (Rψ)µ···δl···mΦl···mf (xf), (2.14)
where R(Bf) is a reflection matrix. The idea of general gauge principle may be framed
into requirement of invariance of physical system of fields Φ(x) under the finite local gauge
transformations UR = R
′
ψUfR
+
ψ of the Lie group of gravitation GR generated by G, where
R′ψ = Rψ(B
′
f) if gauge field Bf(xf) was transformed under G in standard form. While the
corresponding transformations of fields Φ(x) and their covariant derivatives are written
Φ′(x) = UR(x)Φ(x),
(gµ(x)∇µΦ(x))′ = UR(x) (gµ(x)∇µΦ(x)) . (2.15)
The solution of eq.(2.15) may be readily obtained as the reflection of covariant derivatives
gν(x)∇νΦµ···δ(x) = S(Bf)ψµl · · ·ψδmR(Bf)γkDkΦl···mf (xf ), (2.16)
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where Dl = ∂
f
l −igBl(xf ) , S(Bf) is gauge invariant Lorentz scalar, ∇µ is covariant deriva-
tive in R4 : ∇µ = ∂µ + Γµ, provided with connection [11] Γµ(x) = 1
2
ΣαβV να (x)∂µVβν(x),
the Σαβ are generators of Lorentz group, V µα (x) are the components of affine tetrad vectors
eα in used coordinate net xµ: V µα (x) =< e
µ, eα >; one has g
µ(x) ⇒ eµ(x) and γl ⇒ elf
for fields (s = 0, 1); but gµ(x) = V µα (x)γ
α for spinor field (s =
1
2
), where γα are Dirac’s
matrices. Since the fields Φf(xf ) no longer hold, the reflected ones Φ(x) will be regarded
as the real physical fields. But a conformity eq.(2.14) and eq(2.16) enables Φf (xf ) to serve
as an auxiliary shadow fields on shadow flat space M4. These notions arise basically from
the most important fact that a Lagrangian L(x) of fields Φ(x) may be obtained under
the reflection from a Lagrangian Lf (xf) of corresponding shadow fields and vice versa.
Certainly, the L(x) is also an invariant under the wider group of arbitrary curvilinear
transformations x→ x′ in R4
JψL(x)|inv(GR;x→x′) = Lf (xf )|inv(Λ;G) , (2.17)
where Jψ = ‖ψ‖√ =
(
1 + 2‖ < efl , χfk > ‖+ ‖ < χfl , χfk > ‖
)1/2
(see eq.(4.1)). While, the
internal gauge symmetry G remained hidden symmetry, since it screened by gauge group
of gravitation GR. At last, one notes that the tetrad e
α and basis elf vectors meet a
condition
ραl (x, xf ) =< e
α, efl >= V
α
µ (x)D
µ
l (κBf),
< eαf , e
f
β >=< e
α, eβ >= δ
α
β .
(2.18)
So, Minkowskian metric is written ηαβ = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) =< eαf , eβf >=< eα, eβ >.
3 Reflection Matrix
One interesting offshoot of general gauge principle is a formalism of reflection. A straight-
forward calculation for fields s = 0, 1 gives the explicit unitary reflection matrix
R(x, xf ) = Rf(xf )Rg(x) = exp (−iΘf (xf )−Θg(x)) , (3.1)
provided
Θf(xf ) = g
∫ xf
0
Bl(xf )dx
l
f , Θg(x) =
∫ x
0
[
R+f ΓµRf + ψ
−1∂µψ
]
dxµ, ψ ≡ (ψµl ) , (3.2)
where Θg = 0 for scalar field and Θg+Θ
+
g = 0 for vector field, because of Γµ+Γ
+
µ = 0 and
∂µ(ψ
−1ψ) = 0. The function S(Bf ) has a form eq.(2.11), since S(Bf) =
1
4
R+(ψlµD
µ
l )R =
1
4
ψlµD
µ
l . The infinitesimal gauge transformation Uf ≈ 1− iT aθaf (xf) yields
UR = exp
(
igCabcT a
∫ xf
0
θbfB
c
l dx
l
f +Θ
′
g −Θg
)
, (3.3)
where the infinitesimal transformation B′al = B
a
l + C
abcθbfB
c
l −
1
g
∂fl θ
a
f was used. For
example, a Lagrangian of isospinor-scalar shadow field ϕf is in the form
Lf (xf ) = JψL(x) = Jψ [(e
µ∇µϕ)+(eµ∇µϕ)−m2ϕ+ϕ] =
= Jψ
[
S(Bf)
2(Dlϕf)
+(Dlϕf)−m2ϕ+f ϕf
]
.
(3.4)
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A Lagrangian of isospinor-vectorMaxwell ’s shadow field arises in a straightforward man-
ner
Lf(xf ) = JψL(x) = −1
4
JψF
+
µνF
µν = −1
4
JψS(Bf)
2(F (f)µν )
+F µν(f), (3.5)
provided
Fµν = ∇µAν −∇νAµ, F (f)µν = (ψkνDfµ − ψkµDfν )Afk , Dfµ = DlµDl, (3.6)
with an additional gauge violating term
LfG(xf) = JψLG(x) = −
1
2
ζ−10 Jψ(∇µAµ)+∇νAν =
= −1
2
ζ−10 JψS(Bf)
2(λlmDlA
m
f )
+λknDkA
n
f , λ
l
m =
1
2
(δlm + ω
l
m),
(3.7)
where ζ−10 is gauge fixation parameter. Finally, a Lagrangian of isospinor-ghost fields is
written
Lfgh(xf ) = JψLgh(x) = Jψ < (e
µ∂µC)
+, eν∂νC >= JψS(Bf)
2(DlCf)
+DlCf . (3.8)
Continuing along this line we come to a discussion of the reflection of spinor field Ψf(xf )(s =
1
2
) as a solution of eq.(2.15)
Ψ(x) = R(Bf)Ψf(xf ), Ψ¯(x) = Ψ¯f (xf)R˜
+(Bf),
gµ(x)∇µΨ(x) = S(Bf)R(Bf)γlDlΨf(xf ),(
∇µΨ¯(x)
)
gµ(x) = S(Bf )
(
DlΨ¯f(xf )
)
γlR˜+(Bf),
(3.9)
where R˜ = γ0Rγ0, Σαβ =
1
4
[γα, γβ], Γµ(x) =
1
4
∆µ,αβ(x)γ
αγβ, ∆µ,αβ(x) are Ricci
rotation coefficients. The reflection matrix R is in the form eq.(3.1), provided we make
change
Θg(x) =
1
2
∫ x
0
R+f {gµΓµRf , gνdxν} , (3.10)
the {, } is an anticommutator. A calculation now gives
S(Bf) =
1
8K
ψlµ
{
R˜+gµR, γl
}
= inv, (3.11)
where
K = R˜+R = R˜+g Rg =
= exp
(
−1
2
∫ x
0
({
R+f Γ˜
+
µ g
µ, gνdx
ν
}
Rf +R
+
f {gµΓµRf , gνdxν}
))
, Γ˜+µ = γ
0Γ+µ γ
0.
(3.12)
Taking into account that [Rf , gν ] = 0 and substituting [13]
Γ˜+µ g
ν + gνΓµ = −∇µgν = 0 (3.13)
into eq.(3.12), we get
K = 1. (3.14)
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Since
U˜+RUR = R˜U
+
f R˜
′
+
R′UfR
+ = R˜U+f R˜
+RUfR
+, (3.15)
where R˜′
+
R′ = R˜+R = 1, then
U˜+RUR = γ
0U+R γ
0UR = 1. (3.16)
A Lagrangian of isospinor-spinor shadow field may be written
Lf (xf ) = JψL(x) = Jψ
{
i
2
[
Ψ¯(x)gµ(x)∇µΨ(x)− (∇µΨ¯(x))gµ(x)Ψ(x)
]
−mΨ¯(x)Ψ(x)
}
=
= Jψ
{
S(Bf )
i
2
[
Ψ¯fγ
lDlΨf − (DlΨ¯f)γlΨf
]
−mΨ¯fΨf
}
.
(3.17)
In special case , namely the curvature tensor Rλµντ = 0, eq.(2.8) may be satisfied globally
in M4 by putting
ψµl = D
µ
l = V
µ
l =
∂xµ
∂ξl
, ‖D‖ 6= 0, χfl = 0, (3.18)
where ξl are inertial coordinates. So, S = Jψ = 1, which means that one simply has
constructed local G-gauge theory inM4 both in curvilinear as well as inertial coordinates.
4 Action Principle
Field equations may be inferred from an invariant action
S = SBf + SΦ =
∫
LBf (xf)d
4xf +
∫ √
LΦ(x)d
4x. (4.1)
A Lagrangian LBf (xf ) of gauge field Bl(xf ) defined on M
4 is invariant under Lorentz
as well as G -gauge groups. But a Lagrangian of the rest of fields Φ(x) defined on R4
is invariant under the gauge group of gravitation GR. Consequently, the whole action
eq.(4.1) is G -gauge invariant, since GR generated by G. Field equations followed at once
in terms of Euler-Lagrang variations respectively in M4 and R4
δfLBf
δfBal
= J la = −
δfLΦf
δfBal
= −∂g
µν
∂Bal
δ(
√
LΦ)
δgµν
=
= −1
2
∂gµν
∂Bal
√
‖D‖
Dkµδ(
√
LΦ)
δDνk
= −
√
2
∂gµν
∂Bal
Tµν ,
δLΦ
δΦ
= 0,
δLΦ
δΦ¯
= 0,
(4.2)
where Tµν is the energy -momentum tensor of fields Φ(x). Making use of Lagrangian
of corresponding shadow fields Φf (xf ), in generalized sense, one may readily define the
energy -momentum conservation laws and also exploit whole advantages of field theory
in terms of flat space in order to settle or mitigate the difficulties whenever they arise
including the quantization of gravitation, which will not concern us here. Meanwhile, of
course, one is free to carry out an inverse reflection to R4 whenever it will be needed.
To render our discussion here more transparent, below we clarify a relation between
gravitational and coupling constants. So, we consider the theory at the limit of Newton ’s
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non -relativistic law of gravitation in the case of static weak gravitational field given by
Poisson equation [11]
∇2g00 = 8πGT00. (4.3)
In linear approximation
g00(κBf) ≈ 1 + 2κBak(xf)θka , θka =
(
∂D00(κBf)
∂κBak
)
0
= const, (4.4)
then
θka∇2κBak = 4πGT00. (4.5)
Since, the eq.(4.2) must match onto eq.(4.5) at considered limit, then the right -hand
sides of both equations should be in the same form
κθka
δfLBf
δfBka
= κθkaJ
a
k ≈ −
κ2
2
θka∂g
00
∂(κBka )
T00 = κ
2(θkaθ
a
k)T00. (4.6)
With this final detail carried for one gets
G =
κ2
4πθ2c
, θ2c ≡ (θkaθak). (4.7)
At this point we emphasize that Weinberg ’s argumentation [14], namely, a prediction
of attraction between particle and antiparticle, and repulsion between the same kind
of particles, which is valid for pure vector theory, no longer holds in suggested theory of
gravitation. Although theBl(xf ) is vector gauge field, the eq.(4.7) just furnished the prove
that only gravitational attraction is existed. One final observation is worth recording. A
fascinating opportunity has turned out in the case if one utilizes reflected Lagrangian of
Einstein ’s gravitational field
LBf (xf) = JψLE(x) =
Jψ R
16πG
, (4.8)
where R is a scalar curvature. Hence, one readily gets the field equation(
Rµλ −
1
2
δµλR
)
Dlµ
∂Dλl
∂Bak
= −8πGUka (κBf) = −8πGTλνDνl
∂Dλl
∂Bak
, (4.9)
which obviously leads to Einsten ’s equation. Of course in these circumstances it is
straightforward to choose gµν as the characteristic of gravitational field without referring
to gauge field Bal (xf ). However, in this case the energy -momentum tensor of gravitational
field is well -defined. At this vital point suggested theory strongly differs from Einstein’s
classical theory. In line with this, one should use the real -curvilinear coordinates, in which
the gravitational field was well -defined in the sense that it cannot be destroyed globally
by coordinate transformations. While, taking into account general rules eq.(2.12), the
energy -momentum tensor of gravitational field may be readily obtained by expressing
the energy -momentum tensor of vector gauge field Bal (xf ) in terms of metric tensor and
its derivatives
Tµν = gµλT
λ
ν = gµλψ
λ
kψ
i
νT
k
(f)i =
= gµλψ
λ
kψ
i
ν
 ∂Bal
∂gµ′ν′
ψσi ∂σg
µ′ν′
∂
(
∂τg
λ′τ ′
)
∂
(
∂fk B
a
l
) ∂(JψLE)
∂ (∂τgλ
′τ ′)
− δki JψLE
 . (4.10)
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At last, we should note that eq.(4.8) is not the simplest one among gauge invariant
Lagrangians. Moreover, it must be the same in all cases including eq.(3.18) too. But in
last case it contravenes the standard gauge theory. There is no need to contemplate such
a drastic revision of physics. So, for our part we prefer G -gauge invariant Lagrangian in
terms of M4
LBf (xf) = −
1
4
< Fflk(xf ),F
lk
f (xf ) >K , (4.11)
where Fflk(xf ) is in the form eq.(2.7), <,>K is the Killing undegenerate form on the Lie
algebra of group G for adjoint representation. Certainly, an explicit form of functions
Dµl (κaf ) should be defined.
5 Gravitation at G = U loc(1)
The gravitational interaction with hidden Abelian local group G = U loc(1) = SOloc(2) and
one-dimensional trivial algebra gˆ = R1 was considered in [1-5], wherein the explicit form of
transformation function Dµl is defined by making use of principle bundle p : E → G(2.3).
It is worthwhile to consider the major points of it anew in concise form and make it
complete by calculations, which will be adjusted to fit the outlined here theory. We start
with a very brief recapitulation of structure of flat manifold G(2.3) = ∗R2⊗R3 = R3+⊕R3−
provided with the basis vectors e0(λα) = Oλ ⊗ σα, where < Oλ, Oτ >= ∗δλτ = 1 − δλτ ,
< σα, σβ >= δαβ (λ, τ = ± : α, β = 1, 2, 3), δ is Kronecker symbol. A bilinear form
on vector fields of sections τ of tangent bundle of G(2.3): gˆ0 : τ ⊗ τ → C∞(G(2.3)),
namely, the metric (g0(λα)(τβ)) is a section of conjugate vector bundle with components
gˆ0(e0(λα), e
0
(τβ)) in basis (e
0
(λα)). The G(2.3) decomposes into three-dimensional ordinary
(R3f) and time (T
3
f ) flat spaces G(2.3) = R
3
f ⊕ T 3f with signatures sgn(R3f) = (+ + +)
and sgn(T 3f ) = (− − −). Since all directions in T 3f are equivalent, then by notion time
one implies the projection of time-coordinate on fixed arbitrary universal direction in T 3f .
By this reduction T 3f → T 1f the transition G(2.3) → M4 = R3f ⊕ T 1f may be performed
whenever it will be needed. Under massless gauge field a(λα)(ηf) associating with U
loc(1)
the basis e0(λα) transformed at a point ηf ∈ G(2.3) according to eq.(2.3)
e(λα) = D
(τβ)
(λα)e
0
(τβ). (5.1)
While, the matrix D is in the form D = C ⊗ R, where the distortion transformations
O(λα) = C
τ
(λα)Oτ and σ(λα) = R
β
(λα)Oβ are defined. Thereby C
τ
(λα) = δ
τ
λ + κa(λα)
∗δτλ, but
R is a matrix of the group SO(3) of all ordinary rotations of the planes, each of which
involves two arbitrary basis vectors of R3λ, around the orthogonal axes. The angles of
permissible rotations will be determined throughwith a special constraint imposed upon
distortion transformations, namely, a sum of distortions of corresponding basis vectors
Oλ and σβ has to be zero at given λ:
< O(λα), Oτ >τ 6=λ +
1
2
εαβγ
< σ(λβ), σγ >
< σ(λβ), σβ >
= 0, (5.2)
where εαβγ is an antisymmetric unit tensor. There up on tan θ(λα) = −κa(λα), where θ(λα)
is the particular rotation around the axis σα of R
3
λ. Inasmuch as the R should be inde-
pendent of sequence of rotation axes, then it implies the mean value R =
1
6
∑
i 6=j 6=k
R(ijk),
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where R(ijk) the matrix of rotations carried out in sequence (ijk) (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3). As it
was seen at the outset the field a(λα) was generated by the distortion of basis pseudo-vector
Oλ, when the distortion of σα has followed from eq(5.2).
Certainly, the whole theory outlined in sections (1-4) will then hold provided we simply
replace each single index µ of variables by the pair (λα) and so on. Following to standard
rules, next we construct the diffeomorphism η(λα)(η
(τβ)
f ) : G(2.3)→ G(23) and introduce
the action eq.(4.1) for the fields. In the sequel, a transition from six-dimensional curved
manifold G(23) to four-dimensional Riemannian geometry R4 is straightforward by mak-
ing use of reduction of three time-components e0α =
1√
2
(e(+α)+e(−α)) of basis six-vectors
e(λα) to single e0 in fixed universal direction. Actually, since Lagrangian of fields on R
4 is
a function of scalars, namely, A(λα)B
(λα) = A0αB
0α + AαB
α, so taking into account that
A0αB
0α = A0α < e
0α, e0β > B0β = A0 < e
0, e0 > B0 = A0B
0, one readily may perform a
required transition. The gravitation field equation is written
∂
(τβ)
f ∂
f
(τβ)a
(λα) − (1− ζ−10 )∂(λα)f ∂f(τβ)a(τβ) = −
1
2
√−g∂g
(τβ)(µγ)
∂a(λα)
T(τβ)(µγ). (5.3)
To render our discussion more transparent, below we consider in detail a solution of
spherical-symmetric static gravitational field a(+α) = a(−α) =
1√
2
a0α(rf). So, θ(+α) =
θ(−α) = − arctan( κ√
2
a0α) and σ(+α) = σ(−α). It is convenient to make use of spherical
coordinates σ(+1) = σr, σ(+2) = σθ, σ(+3) = σϕ. The transition G(2.3)→ M4 is performed
by choosing in T 3f the universal direction along radius-vector: x
0r
f = tf , x
0θ
f = x
0ϕ
f = 0.
Then, from eq.(5.1) one gets
e0 = D
0
0e
0
0, er = D
r
re
0
r , eθ = e
0
θ, eϕ = e
0
ϕ, (5.4)
provided D = C ⊗ I with components D00 = 1 +
κ√
2
a0, D
r
r = 1−
κ√
2
a0, a0 ≡ a0r, where
e00 = ξ0 ⊗ σr, e0r = ξ ⊗ σr, e0θ = ξ ⊗ σθ, e0ϕ = ξ ⊗ σϕ, ξ0 =
1√
2
(O+ + O−) and
ξ =
1√
2
(O+−O−). The coordinates xµ(t, r, θ, ϕ) implying xµ(xlf) : M4 → R4 exist in the
whole region p−1(U) ∈ R4
∂xµ
∂xlf
= ψµl =
1
2
(Dµl + ω
m
l D
µ
m), (5.5)
where according to eq.(5.4) one has x0r = t, x0θ = x0ϕ = 0. A straightforward calculation
gives non-vanishing components
ψ00 =
1
2
D00, ψ
0
1 =
1
2
tf∂
f
rD
0
0, ψ
1
1 = D
r
r , ψ
2
2 = ψ
3
3 = 0,
ω11 = ω
2
2 = ω
3
3 = 1, ω
0
1 = tf∂
f
rD
0
0.
(5.6)
Although ∂rψ
0
0 = Γ
0
01ψ
0
0 and ∂rψ
1
1 = Γ
1
11ψ
1
1, but
∂tψ
0
1 = ψ
0
0∂
f
rD
0
0 6= Γ010ψ00 = ψ00∂r lnD00, (5.7)
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where according to eq.(5.4), the non-vanishing components of Christoffel symbol are writ-
ten Γ001 =
1
2
g00∂rg00, Γ
1
00 = −
1
2
g11∂rg00, Γ
1
11 =
1
2
g11∂rg11. So, the condition eq.(2.13)
holds, namely, the curvature of R4 is not zero. The curved space R4 has the group of mo-
tions SO(3) with two- dimensional space-like orbits S2 where the standard coordinates are
θ and ϕ. The stationary subgroup of SO(3) acts isotropically upon the tangent space at
the point of sphere S2 of radius r. So, the bundle p : R4 → R2 has the fiber S2 = p−1(x),
x ∈ R4 with a trivial connection on it, where R2 is the factor-space R4/SO(3). In out-
side of the distribution of matter with the total mass M , the eq.(5.3) in Feynman gauge
reduced to ∇2fa0 = 0, which has the solution
κ√
2
a0 = −GM
rf
= − rg
2rf
(see eq.(4.7)). So,
the line element is written
d s2 = (1− rg
2rf
)2dt2 − (1 + rg
2rf
)2dr2 − r2(sin2 θd ϕ2 + d θ2), (5.8)
provided by eq.(5.5) and eq.(5.6).Finally, for example, the explicit form of unitary matrix
UR of gravitation group GR in the case of scalar field reads
UR = R
′UfR
+ = e−i[tf∂fr θf(rf ) + θf (rf)], (5.9)
where
R = Rf = e
−
igrg
2rf
tf
, g(a′0 − a0) = ∂fr θf (rf). (5.10)
A Lagrangian of charged scalar shadow field eq.(3.4) is in the form
Lf (xf) =
1
2
[(
7
8
)2
(Dlϕf)
∗Dlϕf −m2ϕ∗fϕf
]
, (5.11)
where, according to eq.(2.11) and eq.(5.6), one has JΨ =
1
2
(1 + ‖ωml ‖) =
1
2
, S =
7
8
.
6 Distortion of Flat Manifold G(2.2.3) at G = U loc(1)
Following to [1-5], the foregoing theory can be readily generalized for the distortion of 12-
dimensional flat manifold G(2.2.3) = ∗R2 ⊗ ∗R2 ⊗ R3 = G
η
(2.3)⊕ G
u
(2.3) =
2∑
λ,µ=1
⊕R3λµ =
R
x
3 ⊕ T
x
3 ⊕ R
u
3 ⊕ T
u
3 with corresponding basis vectors e(λ,µ,α) = Oλ,µ ⊗ σα ⊂ G(2.2.3),
e
i
0
(λα)
= O
i λ
⊗σα ⊂ G
i
(2.3), where O
i +
=
1√
2
(O1,1+εiO2,1), O
i −
=
1√
2
(O1,2+εiO2,2), εη = 1,
εu = −1 and < Oλ,µ, Oτ,ν >= ∗δλτ ∗δµν (λ, µ, τ, ν = 1, 2), < σα, σβ >= δαβ . There up on
< O
i λ
, O
i τ
>= εiδij
∗δλτ . The massless gauge field of distortion a(λ,µ,α)(ζf) with the values
in Lie algebra of U loc(1) is a local form of expression of connection in principle bundle
p : E → G(2.2.3) with a structure group U loc(1). Collection of matter fields Φf (ζf) are
the sections of vector bundles associated with U loc(1) by reflection Φf : G(2.2.3)→ E that
pΦf (ζf) = ζf , where the coordinates ζ
(λ,µ,α) exist in the whole region p−1(U (f)) ∈ G(2.2.3).
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Outlined theory will then hold, while each pair of indices (λα) will be replaced by the
(λ, µ, α). So the basis e(τ,ν,β) transformed
e(λµα) = D
(τ,ν,β)
(λµα) e(τ,ν,β), (6.1)
provided D = C ⊗ R, where O(λµα) = Cτ,ν(λµα)Oτ,ν, σ(λµα) = Rβ(λµα)σβ. The matrices
C generate the group of distortion transformations of bi-pseudo-vectors Oτ,ν: C
τ,ν
(λµα) =
δτλδ
ν
µ+κa(λ,µ,α)
∗δτλ
∗δνµ, but the matrices R are the elements of the group SO(3)λµ of ordinary
rotations of the planes of corresponding basis vectors of R3λµ. A special constraint eq.(5.2)
holds for basis vectors of each R3λµ. Thus, the gauge field a(λ,µ,α) was generated by the
distortion of bi-pseudo-vectors Oτ,ν . While the rotation transformations R follow due to
eq.(5.2) and R implies, as usual, the mean value with respect to sequence of rotation axes.
The angles of permissible rotations are tan θ(λ,µ,α) = −κa(λ,µ,α)(ζf). The action eq.(4.1)
now reads
S = Saf +SΦ =
∫
Laf (ζf) dζ
(1,1,1)∧· · ·∧dζ (2,2,3)+
∫ √
gLΦ(ζ) dζ
(111)∧· · ·∧dζ (223), (6.2)
where g is the determinant of metric tensor onG(223), while the ζ (λµα)(ζ (τ,ν,β)) : G(2.2.3)→
G(223) was constructed according to eq.(2.8)-eq.(2.10), provided
∂ζ (λµα)
∂ζ (τ,ν,β)
= ψ
(λµα)
(τ,ν,β) =
1
2
(
D
(λµα)
(τ,ν,β) + ω
(ρ,ω,γ)
(τ,ν,β)D
(λµα)
(ρ,ω,γ)
)
. (6.3)
Right through the variational calculations one infers the field equations eq.(4.2), while
∂(τ,ν,β)∂(τ,ν,β)a
(λ,µ,α) − (1− ζ−10 )∂(λ,µ,α)∂(τ,ν,β)a(τ,ν,β) = J (λ,µ,α) =
= −1
2
√
g
g(τνβ)(ρωγ)
∂a(λ,µ,α)
T(τνβ)(ρωγ),
(6.4)
provided
T(τνβ)(ρωγ) =
2δ(
√
gLΦ)√
gδg(τνβ)(ρωγ)
. (6.5)
The curvature of manifold G
i
(2.3) → G
i
(23) (sec. 5), which leads to four-dimensional
Riemannian geometry R4, is a familiar distortion
a(1,1,α) = a(2,1,α) ≡ 1√
2
a
η (+α)
, a(1,2,α) = a(2,2,α) ≡ 1√
2
a
η (−α)
, (6.6)
when σ(11α) = σ(21α) ≡ σ(+α), σ(12α) = σ(22α) ≡ σ(−α). Hence e
i (λα)
= O
i (λα)
⊗ σ(λα), where
O
i (λα)
= O
i λ
+
κ√
2
εia
η (λα)
∗δτλO
i τ
. In the aftermath G(223) = G
η
(23) ⊕ G
u
(23). The other
important case of inner-distortion
a(1,1,α) = −a(2,1,α) ≡ 1√
2
a
u(+α)
, a(1,2,α) = −a(2,2,α) ≡ 1√
2
a
u(−α)
(6.7)
leads to σ(11α) = −σ(21α) ≡ σ(+α), σ(12α) = −σ(22α) ≡ σ(−α). Hence, O
i (λα)
= O
i λ
+
κ√
2
εia
u(λα)
∗δτλO
i τ
, where the e
i (λα)
= O
i (λα)
⊗ σ(λα) is the basis in inner-distorted manifold
G
i
(23).
Part II. Regular Goyaks
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7 The Goyaks and Link-Establishing Processes
Next we develop the foundations for our viewpoint and proceed to general definitions
and conjectures of the theory of goyaks directly. Henceforth with in last two parts it is
convenient to describe the theory in terms of manifold G(2.2.3). But, surely, one may
readily perform a transition to M4(sec.5,6) whenever it will be needed . We choose a
simple setting and consider new formations designed to endow certain physical properties
and satisfying the general rules stated below. At this, we may consider it briefly hoping
to mitigate a shortage of insufficient rigorous treatment by the further exposition of the
theory and make them complete and discussed in broad sense in due course.
Conjecture 1 The 6-dimensional basis vectors e
i
0
(λα)
(or co-vectors e
i
(λα)
0
) we explore from
a specific novel point of view, as being the main characteristics of the real existing struc-
tures called ”goyaks”. Below we distinguish two type of goyaks: η-type (i = η) and u-type
(i = u), respectively.
Conjecture 2 The goyaks establish reciprocal ”linkage” between themselves. The links
are described by means of ”link-function” vectors Ψ
η (λα)
(η, pη) and Ψ
u (λα)
(u, pu) (or co-
vectors Ψ
η
(λα)(η, pη) and Ψ
u
(λα)(u, pu)):
Ψ
η (±α)
(η, pη) = η(±α)Ψ
η ±
(η, pη), Ψ
u (±α)
(u, pu) = u(±α)Ψ
u ±
(u, pu), (7.1)
where the 6-vectors of ’link-coordinates” -η, u, and ”link-momenta” - pη, pu respectively
are η = e
η
(λα)
0
η(λα), pη = e
η
(λα)
0
p
η(λα)
, u = e
u
(λα)
0
u(λα), pu = e
u
(λα)
0
p
u(λα)
. In words, the
probability of finding the goyak in the state with fixed link-coordinate and momentum is
determined by the square of its state wave function Ψ
η ±
(η, pη), or Ψ
u ±
(u, pu). This provides
a simple intuitive meaning of state link-functions.
Conjecture 3 Characterizing by the basis vectors e
i
0
(λα)
and link-functions eq.(7.1), the
goyaks are called ”regular” ones. The ”distorted” goyaks are described in terms of distorted
basis vectors e
i (λα)
(θ) = O
i (λα)
(θ) ⊗ σ(λα)(θ) (see Part III) and distorted link-functions
Ψ
i (λα)
(θ), where θ(η, u) = {θ
i (λα)
} are the angles of distortion transformations.
Conjecture 4 The η-type goyak may accept the linkage only from u-type goyak, which
is described by the link-function Ψ
η (λα)
(η, pη) (η-channel). The u-type goyak, in its turn,
may accept the linkage only from η-type goyak, to which the link-function Ψ
u (λα)
(u, pu)
(u-channel) is corresponded. It is assumed that the link-establishing processes between the
goyaks of the same type are absent.
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Conjecture 5 The simplest system made of two goyaks of different types becomes stable
only due to the reciprocal link-establishing processes in the case of stable linkage. The
latter is valid if only the subsidiary condition of link-stability holds∣∣∣∣pη
∣∣∣∣ = (pη(λα), pη(λα))1/2 =
∣∣∣∣pu
∣∣∣∣ = (pu(λα), pu(λα))1/2. (7.2)
Otherwise they are unstable.
Conjecture 6 There is not any restriction on the number of goyaks of both types getting
into the link-establishing processes simultaneously. In order to be a stable system the
link-stability condition must be held for each linkage separately.
Conjecture 7 The persistent processes of creation and annihilation of goyaks occur in
the different states s, s′, s′′, ... It is assumed that the ”creation” of the goyak in given state
(s) is stimulated by its transition to this state from the other states (s′, s′′, ...), while the
”annihilation” means a vice versa. Along many states (s, s′, s′′, ...) there is a lowest one
(s0), in which all goyaks are regular. In other higher states the goyaks are distorted.
Thus, meanwhile the transition from the state (s0) to any other state (s) and vice versa
the goyak undergoes to distortion transformation.
Conjecture 8 Hereinafter we will be interested only by a special stable system of regular
goyaks, which is formed in lowest state (s0) and made of only one goyak of η-type and
infinite number of u-type goyaks. They are characterized by the identical basis structure
vectors. The η-type goyak is called ”fundamental”, but the u-type goyaks - ”ordinary”
ones.
Conjecture 9 The dimension of the basis elements may be directly regarded as the di-
mension of associated goyak. In general, it can be an arbitrary number. But in outlined
theory a reduction of the goyak’s dimension just to six (λ = ±; α = 1, 2, 3) is backed up
by the arguments are briefly stated as follows: It is taken for granted that the infinite se-
quence of random transitions along many configurations of goyaks (λ = 1, ...; α = 1, ...)
in an arbitrary given state are the random vector variables with the differential distribu-
tion function ϕ(ν) = νne−πν
2
, provided by the frequency of the transitions ν.
At n≫ 1 expected mean frequency of transition from the state n is given by
m(n) =
∫ ∞
0
νn exp(−πν
2)
dν∫ ∞
0
exp(−πν
2)
dν
=
Γ
(
n + 1
2
)
2π(n+1)/2
. (7.3)
The most probable number of dimension of goyak is achieved at the minimum of the
function m(n). The inverse value of m(n) is isomorphic to the value function of (n+ 1)-
dimensional hypersphere of unit radius. This function is unimodal for the positive values
of (n+1) and it is of indefinite sign for negative values of (n+1). The maximum extension
volume of the formation is achieved at n = ±6 [15]. Therefore the maximum probability
corresponds to six-dimensional goyaks. That is why only six-dimensional goyaks (λ =
±; α = 1, 2, 3) would be considered below.
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8 Operator Manifold Gˆ(2.2.3)
The processes of creation and annihilation of regular goyaks in the lowest state (s0)may
be described by the formalism similar to secondary quantization, but in the same time it
will be the appropriate expansion over the geometric structures such as goyaks. We first
deal with a substitution of the basis elements of goyak’s structure by the corresponding
operators of creation and annihilation of the regular goyaks acting in the configuration
space of occupation numbers. Instead of pseudo-vectors we introduce the following oper-
ators supplied by additional index (r) referring to the quantum numbers of corresponding
state
Oˆr1 = O
r
1α1, Oˆ
r
2 = O
r
2α2, Oˆ
λ
r =
∗δλµOˆrµ = (Oˆ
r
λ)
+
,
{Oˆrλ, Oˆr′τ } = δrr′∗δλτI2, < Orλ, Or′τ >= δrr′∗δλτ , I2 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
(8.1)
The matrices αλ satisfy the conditions
αλ = ∗δλµαµ = (αλ)
+, {αλ, ατ} = ∗δλτI2. (8.2)
For example, they can be in the form α1 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, α2 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
. This forms
the starting point for quantization. Creation operator Oˆr1 generates one-occupied state
| 1 >(0)≡| 0, . . . , 1, . . . >(0) and the basis vector Or1 with the quantum number r, right
through acting on non-occupied vacuum state | 0 >(0)≡| 0, 0, . . . >(0):
Oˆr1 | 0 >(0)= Or1 | 1 >(0) . (8.3)
Accordingly, the action of annihilation operator Oˆr2 on one-occupied state yields the vac-
uum state and the basis vector Or2
Oˆr2 | 1 >(0)= Or2 | 0 >(0) . (8.4)
So define Oˆr1 | 1 >(0)= 0, Oˆr2 | 0 >(0)=0. The matrix realization of the states | 0 >0 and
| 1 >0, for instance, may be as follows: | 0 >0≡ χ1 =
(
0
1
)
, | 1 >0≡ χ2 =
(
1
0
)
.
The operator of occupation number is Nˆ (0)r = Oˆ
r
1Oˆ
r
2, with the expectation values implying
Pauli’s exclusion principle (0) < 0 | Nˆ (0)r | 0 >(0)= 0, (0) < 1 | Nˆ (0)r | 1 >(0)= 1. The
vacuum state reads χ0 ≡| 0 >(0)=
N∏
r=1
(χ1)r. With this final detail cared for one-occupied
state takes the form χr′ ≡| 1 >(0)= (χ2)r′
∏
r 6=r′
(χ1)r. Continuing along this line, instead of
ordinary vectors we introduce the operators σˆrα ≡ δαβγσrβ σ˜γ, where σ˜γ are Pauli’s matrices,
and
< σrα, σ
r′
β >= δrr′δαβ, σˆ
α
r = δ
αβ σˆrβ = (σˆ
r
α)
+ = σˆrα, {σˆrα, σˆr
′
β } = 2δrr′δαβI2. (8.5)
For the vacuum state | 0 >(σ)≡ ϕ1(α) and one-occupied state | 1(α) >(σ)≡ ϕ2(α) we make use
of matrix realization ϕ1(α) ≡ χ1, ϕ2(1) =
(
1
0
)
, ϕ2(2) =
( −i
0
)
, ϕ2(3) =
(
0
−1
)
.
Then
σˆrαϕ1(α) = σ
r
αϕ2(α) = (σ
r
ασ˜α)ϕ1(α), σˆ
r
αϕ2(α) = σ
r
αϕ1(α) = (σ
r
ασ˜α)ϕ2(α). (8.6)
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Hence, the single eigen-value (σrασ˜α) has associated with it quite different ϕλ(α). The
eigen-value is degenerated with degeneracy degree equal 2. Due to it, along many quantum
numbers r there is also the quantum number of the spin ~σ with the values σ3 =
1
2
s (s =
±1). This rule for spin quantum number is not without an important reason. The
argument for this conclusion is compulsory suggested by the properties of operators σˆrα.
As we will see later on, this consequently gives rise to spin of particle.
One-occupied state reads ϕr′(α) = (ϕ2(α))r′
∏
r 6=r′
(χ1)r. Next we introduce the operators
γˆr(λ,µ,α) ≡ Oˆr1λ ⊗ Oˆr2µ ⊗ σˆr3α , γˆ(λ,µ,α)r ≡ Oˆλr1 ⊗ Oˆµr2 ⊗ σˆαr3 = ∗δλτ ∗δµνδαβ γˆr(τ,ν,β), (8.7)
and also the state vector
χλ,µ,τ(α) ≡| λ, µ, τ(α) >= χλ ⊗ χµ ⊗ ϕτ(α), (8.8)
where λ, µ, τ, ν = 1, 2; α, β = 1, 2, 3 and r ≡ (r1, r2, r3). Hence γˆr(λ,µ,α)χτ,ν,δ(β) =
(Oˆr1λ χτ ) ⊗ (Oˆr2µ χν) ⊗ (σˆr3α ϕδ(β)). Omitting the two-valuedness of state vector we apply
| λ, τ, δ(β) >≡| λ, τ >, and the same time remember that always the summation must be
extended over the double degeneracy of the spin states (s = ±1).
With this final detail cared for one infers the explicit forms of corresponding matrix ele-
ments:
< 2, 2 | γˆr(1,1,α) | 1, 1 >= er(1,1,α), < 1, 1 | γˆ(1,1,α)r | 2, 2 >= e(1,1,α)r ,
< 2, 1 | γˆr(1,2,α) | 1, 2 >= er(1,2,α), < 1, 2 | γˆ(1,2,α)r | 2, 1 >= e(1,2,α)r ,
< 1, 2 | γˆr(2,1,α) | 2, 1 >= er(2,1,α), < 2, 1 | γˆ(2,1,α)r | 1, 2 >= e(2,1,α)r ,
< 1, 1 | γˆr(2,2,α) | 2, 2 >= er(2,2,α), < 2, 2 | γˆ(2,2,α)r | 1, 1 >= e(2,2,α)r .
(8.9)
The operators of occupation numbers are
Nˆ
1
rr′
αβ
= γˆr(1,1,α)γˆ
r′
(2,2,β) = Nˆ1
αβ
rr′
= γˆ(2,2,α)r γˆ
(1,1,β)
r′ ,
Nˆ
2
rr′
αβ
= γˆr(2,1,α)γˆ
r′
(1,2,β) = Nˆ2
αβ
rr′
= γˆ(1,2,α)r γˆ
(2,1,β)
r′ ,
(8.10)
with the expectation values implying Pauli’s exclusion principle
< 2, 2 | Nˆ
1
αβ
rr′
| 2, 2 >= δrr′δαβ, < 1, 2 | Nˆ
2
αβ
rr′
| 1, 2 >= δrr′δαβ ,
< 1, 1 | Nˆ
1
αβ
rr′
| 1, 1 >= 0, < 2, 1 | Nˆ
2
αβ
rr′
| 2, 1 >= 0.
(8.11)
The set of operators {γˆr(λ,µ,α)} eq.(8.7) is the basis in operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3) = ∗Rˆ22⊗
Rˆ3. Here ∗Rˆ22 is the 2×2-dimensional linear bi-pseudo operator-space, with the set of the
linear unit operator bi-pseudo vectors {Oˆr1r2λ,µ ≡ Oˆr1λ ⊗Oˆr2µ }, and Rˆ3 is the three-dimensional
real linear operator-space with the basis consisted of the ordinary unit operator-vectors
{σˆrα}. By means of mathematical apparatus, which is in close analogy to differential
geometry [9], a general description of operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3) may be presented. Bi-
linear form on operator-vectors Φˆ(ζ) = γˆ(λ,µ,α)r Φ
r
(λ,µ,α)(ζ) ∈ Gˆ(2.2.3) reads in component
form gˆ = gˆ
(λ,µ,α)(τ,ν,β)
rr′ dΦ
r
(λ,µ,α)(ζ) ⊗ dΦr
′
(τ,ν,β)(ζ). Analogical form on operator-co-vectors
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¯ˆ
Φ(ζ) = γˆr(λ,µ,α)Φ
(λ,µ,α)
r (ζ) ∈ Gˆ(2.2.3), can be written, where Φ(λ,µ,α)r (ζ) = Φ¯r(λ,µ,α)(ζ). One
easily gets
< 1, 1 | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | 1, 1 >= Φr(1,1,α)(ζ)Φ(1,1,α)r (ζ),
< 1, 2 | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | 1, 2 >= Φr(1,2,α)(ζ)Φ(1,2,α)r (ζ),
< 2, 1 | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | 2, 1 >= Φr(2,1,α)(ζ)Φ(2,1,α)r (ζ),
< 2, 2 | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | 2, 2 >= Φr(2,2,α)(ζ)Φ(2,2,α)r (ζ).
(8.12)
Introducing the new state vectors
χ0(ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4) =| 1, 1 >ν1 · | 1, 2 >ν2 · | 2, 1 >ν3 · | 2, 2 >ν4,
νi =
{
1 if ν = νi for some i,
0 otherwise,
| χ−(λ) >=
{
χ0(1, 0, 0, 0) λ = 1,
χ0(0, 0, 1, 0) λ = 2,
| χ+(λ) >=
{
χ0(0, 0, 0, 1) λ = 1,
χ0(0, 1, 0, 0) λ = 2,
(8.13)
provided
< λ, µ, | τ, ν >= δλτδµν , < χ± | A | χ∓ >=
∑
λ
< χ±(λ) | A | χ∓(λ) >,
< χ±(λ) | χ±(µ) >= δλµ, < χ± | A | χ± >=
∑
λ
< χ±(λ) | A | χ±(λ) >,
< χ±(λ) | χ∓(µ) >= 0,
we get the matrix elements as follows:
< χ− | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χ− >≡ Φ2−(ζ) = Φr(1,1,α)(ζ)Φ(1,1,α)r (ζ) + Φr(2,1,α)(ζ)Φ(2,1,α)r (ζ),
< χ+ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χ+ >≡ Φ2+(ζ) = Φr(2,2,α)(ζ)Φ(2,2,α)r (ζ) + Φr(1,2,α)(ζ)Φ(1,2,α)r (ζ).
(8.14)
The operator manifold decomposes Gˆ(2.2.3) = Gˆ
η
(2.3)⊕Gˆ
u
(2.3), where Gˆ
i
(2.3) (i = η, u) is
the six-dimensional operator manifold with the basis {γˆ
i
r
(λα)
} (λ = ±; α = 1, 2, 3; i =
η, u). The latter reads in component form γˆ
i
r
(+α)
=
1√
2
(γˆ
i
r
(1,1α)
+ εiγˆ
i
r
(2,1α)
), γˆ
i
r
(−α)
=
1√
2
(γˆ
i
r
(1,2α)
+ εiγˆ
i
r
(2,2α)
). The expansions of operator-vectors Ψˆ
i
∈ Gˆ
i
(2.3) and operator-
co-vectors
¯ˆ
Ψ
i
∈ Gˆ
i
(2.3) are written Ψˆ
i
= γˆ
i
(λα)
r
Ψ
i
r
(λα)
,
¯ˆ
Ψ
i
= γˆ
i
r
(λα)
Ψ
i
(λα)
r
, where the com-
ponents Ψ
η
r
(λα)
(η) and Ψ
u
r
(λα)
(u) are the link-functions of goyaks of η-type and u-type,
respectively: Ψ
i
(λα)
r
= Ψ¯
i
r
(λα)
. The operator of occupation number of i-type goyak takes the
form Nˆ
i
αβ
rr′
= εiγˆ
i
(−α)
r
γˆ
i
(+β)
r′
, with corresponding expectation values
< χ− | Nˆ
i
αβ
rr′
| χ− >= 0, < χ+ | Nˆ
i
αβ
rr′
| χ+ >= εi < e
i
(−α)
r
, e
i
(+β)
r′
>= δrr′δαβ . (8.15)
Taking into account two-valuedness of degenerate spin states it follows that the goyaks are
the fermions with the half-integral spins. That is, the link-functions Ψ
η λ
(η) and Ψ
u λ
(u) can
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be regarded as the Fermi fields of η- and u-type goyaks. Explicitly the matrix elements
read
Φ2−(ζ) =< χ− | Ψˆη (η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
(η) + Ψˆ
u
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(u) | χ− >= εiΨˆ
i (+α)
Ψˆ
i
(+α)
=
= Ψˆ
η (+α)
(η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η (+α)
(η)− Ψˆ
u (+α)
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u (+α)
(u),
Φ2+(ζ) =< χ+ | Ψˆη (η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
(η) + Ψˆ
u
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(u) | χ+ >= εiΨˆ
i (−α)
Ψˆ
i
(−α)
=
= Ψˆ
η (−α)
(η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η (−α)
(η)− Ψˆ
u (−α)
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u (−α)
(u).
(8.16)
9 Quantum Field Aspect of Operator Manifold Gˆ(2.2.3)
The nature of operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3) provides its elements with both field and ge-
ometric aspects. The field aspect will be the subject for discussion in this section. Our
notation will be that of the textbook by [16]. As far as goyak field may be regarded as a
fermion field, its description either regular or distorted was provided by the theory, which
is in close analogy to Dirac’s conventional wave-mechanical theory of fermions with spin
~1
2
treated in terms of manifold G(2.2.3) [1-5]. The final formulation of quantum theory is
equivalent to configuration space wave mechanics with antisymmetric state functions.
We remind that it is considered only the special system of regular goyaks, which is made
of fundamental goyak of η-type and infinite number of u-type ordinary goyaks. They
are characterized by the identical structure vectors. To become stable the goyaks in this
system have established the stable linkage. The link-stability requirement holds for each
ordinary goyak
p2 = p2η − p2u = pη
(λα)p
η(λα)
− p
u
(λα)p
u(λα)
= 0. (9.1)
The regular goyak field may be considered as bi-spinor field Ψ(ζ) defined on manifold
G(2.2.3) = G
η
(2.3)⊕G
u
(2.3): Ψ(ζ) = Ψ
η
(η) Ψ
u
(u) [1-5], where the Ψ
i
is a bi-spinor associated
with the manifold G
i
(2.3). Lagrangian of free field is written down
L =
1
2
{ ˜¯Ψ(ζ)γ(λ,µ,α) ∂(λ,µ,α)Ψ˜(ζ)− ∂(λ,µ,α) ˜¯Ψ(ζ)γ(λ,µ,α)Ψ˜(ζ)}, (9.2)
provided
Ψ˜(ζ) = e⊗Ψ(ζ) =
(
1 1
1 1
)
⊗Ψ(ζ), ˜¯Ψ(ζ) = Ψ¯(ζ)⊗ e, Ψ¯(ζ) = Ψ+(ζ)γ0,
γ(λ,µ,α) = O˜λ ⊗ O˜µ ⊗ σ˜α, ∂(λ,µ,α) = ∂/∂ζ (λ,µ,α), O˜λ = ∗δλµO˜µ = (O˜λ)+,
O˜1 =
1√
2
(
1 1
−1 − 1
)
, O˜2 =
1√
2
(
1 − 1
1 − 1
)
,
(9.3)
and γ0, γα are Dirac’s matrices in standard representation. Field equations follow at
once right through the variational principle of least action
pˆΨ˜(ζ) = i(γ˜∂)Ψ˜(ζ) = iγ(λ,µ,α)∂(λ,µ,α)Ψ˜(ζ) = 0,˜¯Ψ(ζ)pˆ+ = −i ˜¯Ψ(ζ)(γ˜∂)+ = −i∂(λ,µ,α) ˜¯Ψ(ζ)γ(λ,µ,α) = 0, (9.4)
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where (γ(λ,µ,α))
+
= ∗δλτ ∗δµνδαβγ(τ,ν,β) = γ(λ,µ,α). Explicitly the eq.(9.4) reads
(pˆ
η
−m) Ψ
η
(η) = 0, Ψ¯
η
(η)(pˆ
η
−m) = 0, (pˆ
u
−m) Ψ
u
(u) = 0, Ψ¯
u
(u)(pˆ
u
−m) = 0, (9.5)
where the function of mass at rest of bi-spinor fields Ψ
η
and Ψ
u
is introduced
mΨ(ζ) ≡ pˆ
u
Ψ(ζ) = pˆ
η
Ψ(ζ) and
γ
η
(λα) = O˜
η
λ ⊗ σ˜α = ξ0 ⊗ γ(λα) = ξ0 ⊗ O˜λ ⊗ σ˜α,
γ
u
(λα) = O˜
u
λ ⊗ σ˜α = ξ ⊗ γ(λα) = ξ ⊗ O˜λ ⊗ σ˜α,
ξ0 =
(
1 0
0 − 1
)
ξ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, ξ0
2 = −ξ2 = 1, {ξ0, ξ} = 0,
(γ
i
(λα))
+
= εi
∗δλτδαβγ
i
(τβ) = εiγ
i (λα)
, ∂ˆ
η
= γ(λα)∂
η (λα)
,
(γ(λα))
+
= ∗δλτδαβγ(τβ), ∂ˆ
u
= γ(λα)∂
u (λα)
, pˆ
η
= i ∂ˆ
η
,
pˆ
u
= i ∂ˆ
u
, ∂
η (λα)
= ∂/∂η(λα), ∂
u (λα)
= ∂/∂u(λα).
(9.6)
The state of free goyak of i-type with definite values of link-momentum p
i
and spin pro-
jection s is described by means of plane waves, respectively (in units h¯ = 1, c = 1):
Ψ
η pη
(η) =
(
m
Eη
)1/2
u
η
(pη, s)e
−ipηη, Ψ
u pu
(u) =
(
m
Eu
)1/2
u
u
(pu, s)e
−ipuu. (9.7)
It is denoted Ei ≡ p
i 0
= (p
i 0α
, p
i 0α
)1/2, p
i 0α
=
1√
2
(p
i (+α)
+ p
i (−α)
), and
(pˆ
i
−m) u
i
(pi, s) = 0, u¯
i
(pi, s)(pˆ
i
−m) = 0. (9.8)
The amplitudes of waves u
i
(pi, s) are normalized bi-spinors. It is necessary to consider
also the solutions of negative frequencies
Ψ
η −pη
(η) =
(
m
Eη
)1/2
ν
η
(pη, s)e
ipηη, Ψ
u −pu
(u) =
(
m
Eu
)1/2
ν
u
(pu, s)e
ipuu, (9.9)
and
(pˆ
i
+m) ν
i
(pi, s) = 0, ν¯
i
(pi, s)(pˆ
i
+m) = 0, (9.10)
where p
i α
=
1√
2
(p
i (+α)
− p
i (−α)
), p2η = E
2
η − ~p2η = p2u = E2u − ~p2u = m2. For the spinors
the useful relations of orthogonality and completeness hold. Turning to secondary quan-
tization of goyak’s field we make use of localized wave packets constructed by means of
superposition of plane wave solutions furnished by creation and annihilation operators in
agreement with Pauli’s principle
Ψˆ
η
(η) =
∑
±s
∫
d3pη
(2π)3/2
Ψˆ
η
(pη, s, η), Ψˆ
u
(u) =
∑
±s
∫
d3pu
(2π)3/2
Ψˆ
u
(pu, s, u), (9.11)
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where, as usual, it is denoted
Ψˆ
η
(pη, s, η) = γˆ
η
(λα)(pη, s)Ψ
η (λα)
(pη, s, η),
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
(pη, s, η) = γˆ
η (λα)
(pη, s)Ψ
η
(λα)(pη, s, η),
Ψˆ
u
(pu, s, u) = γˆ
u
(λα)(pu, s)Ψ
u (λα)
(pu, s, u),
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(pu, s, u) = γˆ
u(λα)
(pu, s)Ψ
u
(λα)(pu, s, u).
(9.12)
One has Ψ
η (±α)
= η(±α)Ψ
η ±
, Ψ
u (±α)
= u(±α)Ψ
u ±
, Ψ
η
(±α) = η(±α)Ψ
η
±, Ψ
u
(±α) = u(±α)Ψ
u
±,
provided Ψ
i +
≡ Ψ
i pi
, Ψ
i −
≡ Ψ
i −pi
, Ψ
i
λ = Ψ¯
i λ
, Ψ
i
(λα) = Ψ¯
i (λα)
. A closer examination
of the properties of the matrix elements of the anticommutators of expansion coefficients
shows that
< χ− | {γˆ
i
(+α)(pi, s), γˆ
j (+β)
(p′j, s
′)} | χ− >=
=< eˆ
i
(+α)(pi, s), eˆ
j (+β)
(p′j , s
′) >= εiδijδss′δαβδ
(3)(~pi − ~p′i),
< χ+ | {γˆ
j
(−β)(p′j , s
′), γˆ
i (−α)
(pi, s)} | χ+ >=
=< eˆ
j
(−β)(p′j , s
′), eˆ
i (−α)
(pi, s) >= εiδijδss′δαβδ
(3)(~pi − ~p′i).
(9.13)
We can also consider the analogical wave packets of operator-vector fields of operator
manifold Gˆ(2.2.3). Explicitly the matrix element of anticommutator reads
< χ± | {γˆ(λ,µ,α)(p, s), γˆ(τ,ν,β)(p′, s′)} | χ± >=
=< e(λ,µ,α)(p, s), e(τ,ν,β)(p
′, s′) >= δss′δ
λ
τ δ
ν
µδ
α
β δ
(3)(~p− ~p′). (9.14)
The following relations along many others are established:∑
λ=±
< χλ | Ψˆ
η
(η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
(η′) | χλ >0= −i(ηη′)0G
η
(η − η′),∑
λ=±
< χλ | Ψˆ
u
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(u′) | χλ >0= i(uu′)0G
u
(u− u′),∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ ′) | χλ >0= −i(ζζ ′)0G
ζ
(ζ − ζ ′) =
= −i
[
(ηη′)0G
η
(η − η′)− (uu′)0G
u
(u− u′)
]
,
(9.15)
where the subscript (0) (<>0, ()0) specifies the cone (xy)0 = x(+α)y
(+α) = x(−α)y
(−α). The
Green’s functions are used
G
η
(η − η′) = −(i ∂ˆ
η
+m)∆
η
(η − η′), G
u
(u− u′) = −(i ∂ˆ
u
+m)∆
u
(u− u′), (9.16)
where the ∆
η
(η − η′) and ∆
u
(u− u′) are invariant singular functions. Thus
∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >=
∑
λ=±
< χλ | ¯ˆΦ(ζ)Φˆ(ζ) | χλ >=
−i lim
ζ→ζ′
(ζζ ′)G
ζ
(ζ − ζ ′) = −i
[
lim
η→η′
(ηη′)G
η
(η − η′)− lim
u→u′
(uu′)G
u
(u− u′)
]
.
(9.17)
We may consider so-called ”causal” Green’s functions G
η F
, G
u F
and G
ζ F
for η−, u− and
ζ-type goyak fields, respectively. Usually they appeared in quantum field theory as an
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expression of ”causality”, in place of the retarded functions and characterized by the
boundary condition that only positive frequency occur for η0 > 0 (u0 > 0), only negative
for η0 < 0 (u0 < 0):
(ζζ ′)0G
ζ F
(ζ − ζ ′) = (ηη′)0G
η F
(η − η′)− (uu′)0G
u F
(u− u′). (9.18)
9.1 Realization of The Manifold G(2.2.3)
Realization of the manifold G(2.2.3) is expressed in the milder restriction imposed on the
matrix element
∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >, which is as a geometric object required to be
finite. The latter reads∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >=
∑
λ=±
< χλ | ¯ˆΦ(ζ)Φˆ(ζ) | χλ >= ζ2G
ζ F
(0) <∞. (9.19)
This requirement should begin to manifest its virtue in the special case, when due to
eq.(9.1) the following relations hold for each ordinary goyak:
G
ζ F
(0) = G
η F
(0) =
∫
d4pη
(2π)4
pη +m
p2 + iε
= G
u F
(0) =
∫
d4pu
(2π)4
pu +m
p2 + iε
=
= lim
u→u′
−i∑
~pu
Ψ
u pu
(u)Ψ¯
u pu
(u′)θ(u0 − u′0) + i
∑
~pu
Ψ¯
u −pu
(u′)Ψ
u −pu
(u)θ(u′0 − u0)
 . (9.20)
Then satisfying the condition eq.(9.19), the length of each vector ζ = e(λ,µ,α)ζ(λ,µ,α) ∈
G(2.2.3) (see eq.(9.18)) compulsory should be equaled zero
ζ2 = η2 − u2 = 0. (9.21)
Thus, it brings us to the conclusion: the main requirement eq.(9.19) provided by eq.(9.20)
yields the realization of the flat manifold G(2.2.3), which subsequently leads to Minkowski
flat space M4 (Part I).
G(2.2.3) = G
η
(2.3)⊕G
u
(2.3). (9.22)
The condition eq.(9.21) provides the invariance of line element in G
i
(2.3), as well as inM4.
In the case of distorted manifold G(223) (sec. 6) [1-5], instead of eq.(9.21) one obviously
has
d ζ2 = d η2 − d u2 = 0, d η2 |6→4 = d s2 = gµνd xµd xν = inv = d u2. (9.23)
Thus, the principle of Relativity comes into being with the geometry. We have reached
this important conclusion, which furnishes the proof of our main idea that the geometry
is derivative.
10 A System of Identical Goyaks
Next we discuss briefly the quantum theory situation, which corresponds to simultaneously
presence of many identical goyak fields. Certainly, if there are n identical goyaks with link-
coordinates ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζn the antisymmetrical state function Ψ will be a function of all of
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them and presents the system of n fermions Ψ(ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζn), which implies the Fermi-Dirac
statistics. To describe the n-goyak fermion system by means of quantum field theory, it
will be advantageous to make use of convenient method of constructing the state vector
of physical system by proceeding from the vacuum state as a very point of origin. One
ought to modify the operators eq.(8.7) in order to provide an anticommutation is being
valid in both cases acting on the same as well as different states:
γˆr(λ,µ,α) ⇒ γˆr(λ,µ,α)ηλµr , γˆ(λ,µ,α)r ⇒ ηλµr γˆ(λ,µ,α)r = γˆ(λ,µ,α)r ηλµr , (ηλµr )+ = ηλµr , (10.1)
for fixed λ, µ, α, where ηλµr is a diagonal operator in the space of occupation numbers.
Therewith, at ri < rj one gets
γˆri(λ,µ,α)η
λµ
rj
= −ηλµrj γˆri(λ,µ,α), γˆ
rj
(λ,µ,α)η
λµ
ri
= ηλµri γˆ
rj
(λ,µ,α). (10.2)
The operators of corresponding occupation numbers, for fixed λ, µ, α, are
Nˆλµr = γˆ
r
(λ,µ,α)γˆ
(λ,µ,α)
r = Nˆ
λ
r ⊗ Nˆµr , (10.3)
where we make use of Nˆ1r = Oˆ
r
1Oˆ
1
r = (α1α2)r, Nˆ
2
r = Oˆ
r
2Oˆ
2
r = (α2α1)r. As far as diagonal
operators (1− 2Nˆλµr ). anticommute with the γˆr(λ,µ,α), then
ηλµri =
ri−1∏
r=1
(1− 2Nˆλµr ), provided
η11ri Ψ(n1, . . . , nN ; 0; 0; 0) =
ri−1∏
r=1
(−1)nrΨ(n1, . . . , nN ; 0; 0; 0), (10.4)
and so on. Here the occupation numbers nr(mr, qr, tr) are introduced, which refer to
the r-th states corresponding to operators γˆr(1,1,α)(γˆ
r
(1,2,α), γˆ
r
(2,1,α), γˆ
r
(2,2,α)) either empty
(nr, . . . , tr = 0) or occupied (nr, . . . , tr = 1). To save writing we abbreviate the mod-
ified operators by the same symbols. The creation operator γˆri(λ,µ,α) by acting on free state
| 0 >ri yields the one-occupied state | 1 >ri with the phase + or − depending of parity
of the number of goyaks in the states r < ri. Modified operators satisfy the same anti-
commutation relations of the operators eq.(8.7). It is convenient to make use of notation
γˆ(λ,µ,α)r ≡ e(λ,µ,α)r bˆλµ(rα), γˆr(λ,µ,α) ≡ er(λ,µ,α)bˆ(rα)λµ , and abbreviate the pair of indices (rα) by
the single symbol r. Then, non vanishing general anticommutation relations hold
< 1, 1 | {bˆ11r , bˆr′11} | 1, 1 >=< 2, 2 | {bˆ22r , bˆr′22} | 2, 2 >=
=< 1, 2 | {bˆ12r , bˆr′12} | 1, 2 >=< 2, 1 | {bˆ21r , bˆr′(21} | 2, 1 >= δr
′
r .
(10.5)
The operator of occupation number in terms of new operators is Nˆλµr = bˆ
r
λµbˆ
λµ
r . The
vacuum state reads eq.(8.13), with the normalization requirement
< χ0(ν ′1, ν
′
2, ν
′
3, ν
′
4) | χ0(ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4) >=
4∏
i=1
δνiν′i. (10.6)
The state vectors
χ({nr}N1 ; {mr}M1 ; {qr}Q1 ; {tr}T1 ; {νr}41) = (bˆN11)
nN · · · (bˆ111)
n1 ·
·(bˆM12)
mM · · · (bˆ112)
m1 · (bˆQ21)
qQ · · · (bˆ121)
q1 · ·(bˆT22)
tT · · · (bˆ122)
t1
χ0(ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4),
(10.7)
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where {nr}N1 = n1, . . . , nN and so on, are the eigen-functions of modified operators. They
form a whole set of orthogonal vectors
< χ({n′r}N1 ; {m′r}M1 ; {q′r}Q1 ; {t′r}T1 ; {ν ′r}41) | χ({nr}N1 ; {mr}M1 ; {qr}Q1 ; {tr}T1 ; {νr}41) >=
=
N∏
r=1
δnrn′r ·
M∏
r=1
δmrm′r ·
Q∏
r=1
δqrq′r ·
T∏
r=1
δtrt′r ·
4∏
r=1
δνrν′r .
(10.8)
Considering an arbitrary superposition
χ =
1∑
n1,...,nN = 0
m1,...,mM=0
q1,...,qQ=0
t1,...,tT=0
c′({nr}N1 ; {mr}M1 ; {qr}Q1 ; {tr}T1 )χ({nr}N1 ; {mr}M1 ; {qr}Q1 ; {tr}T1 ; {νr}41),
(10.9)
the coefficients c′ of expansion are the corresponding amplitudes of probabilities:
< χ | χ >=
1∑
n1,...,nN=0
m1,...,mM=0
q1,...,qQ=0
t1,...,tT=0
∣∣∣c′({nr}N1 ; {mr}M1 ; {qr}Q1 ; {tr}T1 )∣∣∣2. (10.10)
The non-vanishing matrix elements of operators bˆ11rk and bˆ
rk
11 read
< χ({n′r}N1 ; 0; 0; 0; 1, 0, 0, 0) | bˆ11rkχ({nr}N1 ; 0; 0; 0; 1, 0, 0, 0) >=
=< 1, 1 | bˆ11r′1 · · · bˆ
11
r′n
· bˆ11rk · bˆrn11 · · · bˆr111 | 1, 1 >=
=
{
(−1)n−k if nr = n′r for r 6= rk and n′rk = 0;nrk = 1,
0 otherwise,
< χ({n′r}N1 ; 0; 0; 0; 1, 0, 0, 0) | bˆrk11χ({nr}N1 ; 0; 0; 0; 1, 0, 0, 0) >=
=< 1, 1 | bˆ11r′1 · · · bˆ
11
r′n
· bˆrk11 · bˆrn11 · · · bˆr111 | 1, 1 >=
=
{
(−1)n′−k′ if nr = n′r for r 6= rk and nrk = 0;n′rk = 1,
0 otherwise,
(10.11)
where one denotes n =
N∑
r=1
nr, n
′ =
N∑
r=1
n′r, the rk and r
′
k are k-th and k
′-th terms of
regulated sets of {r1, . . . , rn} (r1 < r2 < · · · < rn) and {r′1, . . . , r′n} (r′1 < r′2 < · · · <
r′n), respectively. Continuing along this line we get a whole set of explicit forms of matrix
elements for the rest of operators bˆλµrk and bˆ
rk
λµ. There up on
1∑
{νr}=0
< χ0 | Φˆ(ζ) | χ >=
1∑
{νr}=0
< χ0 | γˆ(λ,µ,α)r Φr(λ,µ,α)(ζ) | χ >=
=
N∑
r=1
c′nre
(1,1,α)
nr Φ
nr
(1,1,α) +
M∑
r=1
c′mre
(1,2,α)
mr Φ
mr
(1,2,α) +
Q∑
r=1
c′qre
(2,1,α)
qr Φ
qr
(2,1,α) +
T∑
r=1
c′tre
(2,2,α)
tr Φ
tr
(2,2,α),
(10.12)
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provided
c′nr ≡ δ1nrc′(0, . . . , nr, . . . , 0; 0; 0; 0), c′mr ≡ δ1mrc′(0; 0, . . .mr, . . . , 0; 0; 0),
c′qr ≡ δ1qrc′(0; 0; 0, . . . qr, . . . , 0; 0), c′tr ≡ δ1trc′(0; 0; 0; 0, . . . tr, . . . , 0).
(10.13)
Hereinafter we change the notation to
c¯(r11) = c′nr , c¯(r
21) = c′qr , N11 = N, N21 = Q,
c¯(r12) = c′mr , c¯(r
22) = c′tr , N12 = M, N22 = T,
(10.14)
and make use of
Frλµ =
∑
α
e
(λ,µ,α)
rλµ Φ
rλµ
(λ,µ,α), F
rλµ =
∑
α
er
λµ
(λ,µ,α)Φ
(λ,µ,α)
rλµ = F¯rλµ ,
1∑
{νr}=0
< χ0 | Aˆ | χ >≡< χ0 ‖ Aˆ ‖ χ >,
1∑
{νr}=0
< χ | Aˆ | χ0 >≡< χ ‖ Aˆ ‖ χ0 > .
(10.15)
Then, the matrix elements of operator-vector and co-vector fields take the forms
< χ0 ‖ Φˆ(ζ) ‖ χ >=
2∑
λµ=1
Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯(rλµ)Frλµ(ζ),
< χ ‖ ¯ˆΦ(ζ) ‖ χ0 >=
2∑
λµ=1
Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯∗(rλµ)F r
λµ
(ζ).
(10.16)
Explicitly the matrix element of n-operator vector fields, in general, reads
1√
n!
< χ0 ‖ Φˆ(ζ1) · · · Φˆ(ζn) ‖ χ >=
=
1√
n!

2∑
λµ=1

n
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...r
λµ
n =1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
n )
∑
σ∈Sn
sgn(σ)Frλµ1
(ζ1) · · ·Frλµn (ζn) =
=
1√
n!

2∑
λµ=1

n
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...r
λµ
n =1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
n )
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Frλµ1
(ζ1) · · ·Frλµn (ζ1)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Frλµ1
(ζn) · · ·Frλµn (ζn)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
.
(10.17)
The summation is extended over all permutations of indices (rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
n ) of the integers
1, 2, . . . , n, whereas the antisymmetrical eigen-functions are sums of the same terms with
alternating signs in dependence of a parity sgn(σ) of transposition;

2∑
λµ

n
1
≡
2∑
λ1µ1
. . .
2∑
λnµn
and rλµi ≡ rλiµi . Here we make use of
c¯(r111 , . . . , r
11
n ) = c
′(n1, . . . , nN ; 0; 0; 0), c¯(r
12
1 , . . . , r
12
n ) = c
′(0;m1, . . . , mM ; 0; 0),
c¯(r211 , . . . , r
21
n ) = c
′(0; 0; q1, . . . , qQ; 0), c¯(r
22
1 , . . . , r
22
n ) = c
′(0; 0; 0; t1, . . . , tT ).
(10.18)
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Analogical expression can be obtained for co-vector fields. Following to this procedure
one also gets
2∑
λ=1
< χ({n′r}N1 ; 0; 0; 0;λ; 0) | bˆη
+
rk
χ({nr}N1 ; 0; 0; 0;λ; 0) >=
=
{
(−1)n−k if nr = n′r for r 6= rk and n′rk = 0;nrk = 1,
0 otherwise,
2∑
λ=1
< χ({n′r}N1 ; 0; 0; 0;λ; 0) | bˆη
rk
+
χ({nr}N1 ; 0; 0; 0;λ; 0) >=
=
{
(−1)n′−k′ if nr = n′r for r 6= rk and nrk = 0;n′rk = 1,
0 otherwise
(10.19)
and so on. Thus
< χ0 ‖ Ψˆ
η
(η)
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
(η′) ‖ χ0 >=
2∑
λτ=1
N1
λ∑
rλ=1
N1τ∑
rτ=1
c¯(rλ)c¯∗(rτ )F
η rλ
(η), F¯
η rτ
(η′),
< χ0 ‖ Ψˆ
u
(u)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(u′) ‖ χ0 >=
2∑
λτ=1
N2
λ∑
rλ=1
N2τ∑
rτ=1
c¯(rλ)c¯∗(rτ)F
u rλ
(u), F¯
u rτ
(u′).
(10.20)
The expression of generalized Green’s function G˜
η
(η − η′) may be written
G˜
η
(η − η′) =
N1
λ∑
rλ=1
| c¯(rλ) |2G
η
rλ
λ
(η − η′), G
η
rλ
λ
(η − η′) = −iT (Ψ
η
rλ
λ
(η)Ψ¯
η
rλ
λ
(η′)), (10.21)
with incorporating of orthogonality relation < e
η
(λα)
rλ
, e
η
rτ
(τβ)
>= δλτ δ
α
β δ
rτ
rλ . It is easy to get
G˜
u
(u− u′) =
N2
λ∑
rλ=1
| c¯(rλ) |2G
u
rλ
λ
(u− u′), G˜
ζ
(ζ − ζ ′) =
Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
| c¯(rλµ) |2G
ζ
rλµ
λµ
(ζ − ζ ′), (10.22)
provided
G
u
rλ
λ
(u− u′) = −iT (Ψ
u
rλ
λ
(u)Ψ¯
u
rλ
λ
(u′)), G
ζ
rλµ
λµ
(ζ − ζ ′) = −iT (Φλµrλµ(ζ)Φ¯rλµλµ (ζ ′)), (10.23)
and < e
u
(λα)
rλ
, e
u
rτ
(τβ)
>= −δλτ δαβ δrτrλ . < eζ
(λ,µ,α)
rλµ
, e
ζ
rτν
(τ,ν,β)
>= δλτ δ
µ
ν δ
α
β δ
rτν
rλµ. The generalized
causal Green’s functions associate with the fields defined on the wave manifolds G˜(2.2.3) =
G˜
η
(2.3)⊕ G˜
u
(2.3), in which the bases are the sets of vectors {e
ζ
rλµ
(λ,µ,α)
}, {e
η
rλ
(λα)
} and {e
u
rλ
(λα)
},
respectively.
11 Geometric Aspect of Operator Manifold
The other interesting offshoot of this generalization is a geometric aspect. Here we shall
briefly continue the differential geometric treatment of the operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3) and
perform a passage from the operator manifold to wave manifold G˜(2.2.3). Let consider,
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for example, the operator-tensor of ̂(n, 0)-type, which is Φˆ(ζ1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Φˆ(ζn), where ⊗
stands for tensor product. We readily obtain the matrix element of operator-tensor of̂(n, 0)-type as follows:
1√
n!
< χ0 ‖ Φˆ(ζ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Φˆ(ζn) ‖ χ >=
=

2∑
λµ=1

n
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...,r
λµ
n =1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
n )
∑
σ∈Sn
sgn(σ)Frλµ1
(ζ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Frλµn (ζn) =
=

2∑
λµ=1

n
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...,r
λµ
n =1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
n )Frλµ1
(ζ1) ∧ · · · ∧ Frλµn (ζn),
(11.1)
where ∧ stands for exterior product. It is a straightforward to get also the explicit form
of the operator-tensor ̂(0, n). The matrix element eq.(11.1) is the geometric objects be-
longing to manifold G˜(2.2.3), which expose an antisymmetric part of tensor degree. We
have reached an important conclusion, that by constructing matrix elements of operator-
tensors of Gˆ(2.2.3) one produces the external products on wave manifold G˜(2.2.3). There
up on, the matrix elements of symmetric operator-tensor identically equal zero. To fa-
cilitate writing, we abbreviate the set of indices (λi, µi, αi) by the single symbol i. The
antisymmetric tensor Ti1...ik may be defined by single number T1...k. It is convenient to
express it in terms of differential operator-forms on Gˆ(2.2.3). As the basis in the space
of such tensor the operator elements dΦi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dΦik = ∑
σ∈Sk
sgn(σ)γˆσ(i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γˆik) are
considered, where the summation is extended over all permutations (i1, . . . , ik). Corre-
sponding to Ti1...ik differential operator-form ωˆ reads ωˆ =
∑
i1<...<ik
Ti1...ikdΦ
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dΦik ,
the matrix element of which gives rise to
< χ0 ‖ ωˆ ‖ χ >=
=
∑
i1<...<ik

2∑
λ,µ=1

k
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...,r
λµ
k
=1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . , r
λµ
k )T (r
λµ
1 , . . . , r
λµ
k )i1...ikdΦ
i1
rλµ1
∧ · · · ∧ dΦik
rλµ
k
.
(11.2)
So define the external differential by operator-form dωˆ of (k + 1) degree
dωˆ =
∑
i0
i1<...<ik
∂Ti1...ik
∂Φi0
dΦi0∧dΦi1∧· · ·∧dΦik = ∑
i1<...<ik
(dTi1...ik)∧dΦi1∧· · ·∧dΦik , (11.3)
then
< χ0 ‖ dωˆ ‖ χ >=
=
∑
i1<...<ik

2∑
λ,µ=1

k
1
Nλµ∑
rλµ1 ,...,r
λµ
k
=1
c¯(rλµ1 , . . . r
λµ
k )(dT (r
λµ
1 , . . . , r
λµ
k )i1...ik) ∧ dΦi1rλµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dΦ
ik
rλµ
k
.
(11.4)
This is the external differential of the corresponding form on wave manifold G˜(2.2.3).
Continuing along this line we may employ the analog of integration of the forms. The
matrix element of any geometric object of operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3) yields corresponding
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geometric object of wave manifold G˜(2.2.3). Thus, all geometric objects belonging to the
latter can be constructed by means of matrix elements of corresponding geometric objects
of the operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3).
12 The Groups Fˆ and F˜
Next we deal with the treatment of principles of the theory of the groups Fˆ , F˜ and their
representations. They refer to continuous and discrete transformations of symmetries
of operator Gˆ(2.2.3) and wave G˜(2.2.3) manifolds, respectively. The action of linear
operator Fˆ upon any operator-vector of Gˆ(2.2.3) is completely defined by its action upon
the operator basis {γˆ}. We consider the homogeneous Fˆ transformations of basis vectors
eq.(8.7)
γˆ′
(λ,µ,α)
= Fˆ
(λ,µ,α)
(τ,ν,β) γˆ
(τ,ν,β), γˆ′(λ,µ,α) = γˆ(τ,ν,β)Fˆ
(τ,ν,β)
(λ,µ,α), (γˆ
′ = Fˆ γˆ, ¯ˆγ′ = ¯ˆγ
¯ˆ
F
T
), (12.1)
provided by Fˆ
(λ,µ,α)
(τ,ν,β) , which is a matrix operator with respect to basis {γˆ}, and Fˆ Fˆ T =
Fˆ T Fˆ = δˆ. The δˆ is called the operator Kronecker symbol. It is being fashioned after the
conventional symbol and best visualized as < χ0 ‖ δˆ(τ,ν,β)(ρ,ω,γ) ‖ χ0 >= δ(τ,ν,β)(ρ,ω,γ) = δτρδνωδβγ . The
transformations eq.(12.1) leave unchanged the matrix element of the norm of operator-
vector.The unification of homogeneous Fˆ -transformations with 12-dimensional operator-
transfers has reflected the properties of continuous symmetries of operator manifold
Gˆ(2.2.3). Meanwhile the matrix elements of the constant operator 12-vectors aˆ ∈ Gˆ(2.2.3)
yield the constant 12-vectors a ∈ G(2.2.3).
The matrix element of eq.(12.1) yields corresponding transformations of homogeneous
wave group F˜
< χ0 ‖ γˆ′ ‖ χ >=< χ0 ‖ Fˆ ‖ χ0 >< χ0 ‖ γˆ ‖ χ >= F˜ < χ0 ‖ γˆ ‖ χ >,
< χ ‖ ¯ˆγ′ ‖ χ0 >=< χ ‖ ¯ˆγ ‖ χ0 >< χ0 ‖ Fˆ T ‖ χ0 >=< χ ‖ ¯ˆγ ‖ χ0 > F˜ T . (12.2)
It reads in component form
F˜
(λ,µ,α)
(τ,ν,β) =
(
Nτν∑
rτν=1
c¯(rτν)
)−1 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯(rλµ)K
(λ,µ,α)
(τ,ν,β) (r
λµ, rτν),
F˜
(τ,ν,β)
(λ,µ,α) =
(
Nτν∑
rτν=1
c¯∗(rτν)
)−1 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯∗(rλµ)K
(τ,ν,β)
(λ,µ,α)(r
τν , rλµ),
(12.3)
provided
K
(λ,µ,α)
(τ,ν,β) (r
λµ, rτν) =< e
′(λ,µ,α)
rλµ , e
rτν
(τ,ν,β) >,
K
(τ,ν,β)
(λ,µ,α)(r
τν , rλµ) = (KT )
(τ,ν,β)
(λ,µ,α) =< e
′(τ,ν,β)
rτν , e
rλµ
(λ,µ,α) >,
(12.4)
which are known as the elements of homogeneous Kˆ group of continuous symmetries of
the manifold G(2.2.3) [1-5]. Any homogeneous Kˆ-transformation is defined by 12 inde-
pendent parameters, and the 12× 12-dimensional matrix Kˆ is orthogonal and unimodal.
In general the group Kˆ is decomposed into 8 components of connectedness K
(++)
+ , K
(++)
− ,
K
(+−)
+ , K
(+−)
− , K
(−+)
+ , K
(−+)
− , K
(−−)
+ , K
(−−)
− . The sings (+) and (−) in the parentheses refer
respectively to orthochronous and non-orthochronous transformations, but the subscripts
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+ and − specify the special (| K |= 1) and non-special (| K |= −1) transformations. Ac-
cording to it, the operator group Fˆ and wave group F˜ are decomposed into 8 components
of connectedness, respectively Fˆ
(++)
+ , Fˆ
(++)
− , Fˆ
(+−)
+ , Fˆ
(+−)
− , Fˆ
(−+)
+ , Fˆ
(−+)
− , Fˆ
(−−)
+ , Fˆ
(−−)
− ;
F˜
(++)
+ , F˜
(++)
− , F˜
(+−)
+ , F˜
(+−)
− , F˜
(−+)
+ , F˜
(−+)
− , F˜
(−−)
+ , F˜
(−−)
− . In particular, when the matrix K
runs upon the homogeneous special group ŜO(6.6), hence corresponding matrices Fˆ and
F˜ run upon the homogeneous special groups ŜO(6.6)Fˆ and ŜO(6.6)F˜ .
Alongside with continuous transformations some discrete transformations can be distin-
guished:
1) The positive co-contra transformation Pˆ+ is given by
(γˆ′
(λ,µ,α)
) = Pˆ+(γˆ(λ,µ,α)) = (γˆ
(λ,µ,α)), (γˆ′(λ,µ,α)) = (γˆ(λ,µ,α))Pˆ
T
+ = (γˆ(λ,µ,α)), (12.5)
provided Pˆ+Pˆ
T
+ = Pˆ
2
+ = 1.
2) The negative co-contra transformation Pˆ− is defined as Pˆ− = −Pˆ+.
3) The total co-co or contra-contra transformations Pˆ+− is in the form Pˆ+− = Pˆ+Pˆ− = −1.
The matrix elements yield corresponding diagonal discrete transformations of wave group
P˜ :
(
P˜±
)(λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)
=< χ0 ‖
(
Pˆ±
)(λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)
‖ χ0 >=
 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯∗(rλµ)
−1 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯(rλµ)(I±)
(λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)(r
λµ),
(
P˜±
)T (λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)
=< χ0 ‖
(
Pˆ±
)T (λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)
‖ χ0 >=
 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯(rλµ)
−1 Nλµ∑
rλµ=1
c¯∗(rλµ)(I∗±)
(λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)
(rλµ),
(12.6)
where (I±)
(λ,µ,α)
(λ,µ,α)(r
λµ) =< e(λ,µ,α), e(λ,µ,α) > are the elements of the group I of discrete
transformations inG(2.2.3). Therewith I+ is the particular special orthochron-orthochronous
K
(++)
+ transformation
I+
T = I+
∗ = (I+)
+, (I+)
2 = 1, | I+ |= 1,
(I+)
(2,1,α)
(1,1,α) = (I+)
(1,2,α)
(2,2,α) = 0, (I+)
(1,1,α)
(1,1,α) = (I+)
(2,2,α)
(2,2,α) = 1.
(12.7)
Accordingly I− ∈ K(−−)− , I+− ∈ K(−−)− . It follows that Pˆ+ ∈ Fˆ (++)+ , Pˆ− ∈ Fˆ (−−)− , Pˆ+− ∈
Fˆ
(−−)
− , P˜+ ∈ F˜ (++)+ , P˜− ∈ F˜ (−−)− , P˜+− ∈ F˜ (−−)− . Thus the group of discrete transfor-
mations Pˆ and P˜ are consisted respectively of identical Eˆ; E˜ and Pˆ+, Pˆ−, Pˆ+−; P˜+,P˜−, P˜+−
transformations. Each of the groups Pˆ and P˜ have only four single-valued irreducible rep-
resentations, which are all one-dimensional. The important property of Lie algebra of the
groups ŜO(6.6)Fˆ and ŜO(6.6)F˜ can be revealed. The infinitesimal generators of ŜO(6.6)F˜ ,
which are the vacuum expectation of corresponding generators of ŜO(6.6)Fˆ , subsequently
may be reduced to independent vectors satisfying the commutation relations of ordinary
three-dimensional rotation group SO(3)±. Actually, in accordance with eq.(12.3), the in-
finitesimal generators (hˆ
i α
, Hˆ
i α
) (i = η, u;α = 1, 2, 3) of the group ŜO(6.6)Fˆ and (h˜i α
, H˜
i α
)
of the group ŜO(6.6)
F˜
take the form
h˜
i α
= e
i
⊗h˜α =< χ0 ‖ hˆ
i α
‖ χ0 >= e
i
⊗ < χ0 ‖ hˆα ‖ χ0 >,
H˜
i α
= e
i
⊗H˜α =< χ0 ‖ Hˆ
i α
‖ χ0 >= e
i
⊗ < χ0 ‖ Hˆα ‖ χ0 >,
(12.8)
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at r− = r+ ≡ r provided
h˜α =< χ
0 ‖ hˆα ‖ χ0 >=< χ0 ‖ iHˆ [(−α)(+α)] ‖ χ0 >=
= i
(
N∑
r=1
c¯(r)
)−1 ( N∑
r=1
c¯(r)
)
H [(−α)(+α)] = iH [(−α)(+α)] = hα,
H˜α =< χ
0 ‖ Hˆα ‖ χ0 >= Hα, e
η
=
1
2
(
1 1
1 1
)
, e
u
=
1
2
(
1 −1
1 −1
)
.
(12.9)
Here the hα and Hα (α = 1, 2, 3) are the generators of the group ŜO(3.3). As far as
the generators of the group ŜO(6.6) obey the transpositional relations of the angular
momenta, then the generators of the groups ŜO(6.6)Fˆ and ŜO(6.6)F˜ have undergone the
same reduction. Due to it, the irreducible representation Dˆ(p1, q1; p2, q2) of the group
ŜO(6.6)Fˆ , which can be treated as the reducible representation Dˆ(p1)⊗ Dˆ(q1)⊗ Dˆ(p2)⊗
Dˆ(q2) of ordinary three-dimensional rotation group SO(3), is decomposed into irreducible
representation of the group SO(3).
Part III. Distorted Goyaks
13 The Principle of Identity of Regular Goyaks
Next we extend the scopes of treatment by considering the processes involving also dis-
torted goyaks. We start with formulation of the principle of identity of regular goyaks,
the main idea of which comes to the following:since a generation of each regular goyak in
the lowest state (s0) is the result of its transition into that state from the arbitrary states
(s, s′, . . .), where the goyaks are assumed to be distorted, then all ordinary regular goyaks
of u-type are identical structures. Realizing a distortion of the basis {e(λα) = Oλ ⊗ σα},
the set of matrices {D(θ) = C(b)⊗R(θ)} are the elements of local distortion group (sec.
5,6). This principle regarding the system of regular goyaks, which is formed in the lowest
state (s0), holds only for the ordinary goyaks of u-type. It is due to the fact that in this
system there is only one goyak of η-type (fundamental) and infinite number of u-type
goyaks (ordinary). There are a number of advantages to the suggestion of the principle
of identity of regular goyaks. It is impressive to see later on that this principle, underlies
the most important Gauge principle and the concepts of unitary groups associating with
the internal symmetries of elementary particles.
14 The Distorted Ordinary Goyak’s Function
Distorted ordinary goyak is described by means of link-function
Ψ
u (λα)
(θ+) = u(λα)Ψ
u λ
(θ+), Ψ
u
(λα)(θ−) = u
(λα)
Ψ
u
λ(θ−), (14.1)
where u(λα) are distorted link-coordinates. We take for granted that the distortion trans-
formations right through the angles θ+(θ(+k), k = 1, 2, 3) and θ−(θ(−k)) hold for goyaks
(Ψ
u λ
(θ+)) and anti-goyaks (Ψ
u
λ(θ−)), respectively. The function Ψ
u
(θ) = (Ψ
u λ
(θ+),Ψ
u
λ(θ−))
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as the bi-spinor Fermi field, can be derived from Dirac’s wave equation of distorted goyak
(anti-goyak)(see appendix)[
ig
u
(λα)(θ)(∂
u (λα)
− Γ
u (λα)
(θ))−m
]
Ψ
u
(θ) = 0,
Ψ¯
u
(θ)
[
i(
←
∂
u (λα)
− Γ¯
u (λα)
(θ))g
u
(λα)(θ)−m
]
= 0,
(14.2)
where g
u
(λα)(θ) = V
u
(λα)
(τβ)
(θ)γ
(τβ)
0 , γ
(±α)
0 =
1√
2
(γ0σα ± γα), γ0, γα , as usual, are Dirac’s
matrices. The quantities Γ
u (λα)
(θ), (Γ¯
u (λα)
(θ)) are expressed by Ricci rotation coefficients.
To save writing, henceforth within this section we abbreviate the indices (λα) by the
single symbol µ, and Latin indices (im) (i = ±, m = 1, 2, 3) by i. Also we denote
p
uµ
≡ pµ, Γ
uµ
≡ Γµ, Ψ
u
≡ Ψ, g
u
≡ γ. Then the equations (14.2) give rise to
[
γµ(θ)(pˆ
µ
−iΓµ(θ))−m
]
Ψ(θ) = 0,
Ψ¯(θ)
[
(pˆ
µ
−iΓ¯µ(θ))γµ(θ)−m
]
= 0.
(14.3)
In order to solve eq.(14.3), it is advantageous to transform it into the following one
{−∂2 −m2 − (γΓ)2 + 2(Γγ) + (γ∂)(γΓ)}Ψ = 0, (14.4)
provided
gµν(pˆµ − iΓµ)(pˆν − iΓν) = −∂2 − Γ2 + 2(Γ∂) + (∂Γ),
1
2
σµνFµν = (γ∂)(γΓ)− (∂Γ), (γ∂)(γΓ) = γµγν∂µΓν ,
1
2
σµν [Γµ,Γν ] = (γΓ)
2 − Γ2, ∂2 = ∂µ∂µ, Γ2 = ΓµΓµ,
γµγν = gµν + σµν , 2gµν = {γµ, γν}, 2σµν = [γµ, γν ], F
µν
= ∂µΓν − ∂νΓµ.
(14.5)
We are looking for the solution given in the form Ψ = e−ipuF (ϕ), where pµ is a constant
six-vector pu = pµuµ. Next we take for granted that the field of distortion is switched on
at u0 = −∞ infinitely slowly. Then the function Ψ must match onto the wave function of
ordinary regular goyak. Smoothness of the match requires that the numbers pµ become
the components of link-momentum of regular goyak and satisfy the boundary condition
pµpµ = m
2 = p2η. Due to this requirement, we cancel unwanted solutions, and also clear
up the normalization of wave functions∫
Ψ∗p′Ψpd
3u =
∫
Ψ¯p′γ
0Ψpd
3u = (2π)3δ(~p′ − ~p). (14.6)
At
√−g 6= 1 the gradient of the function ϕ takes the form ∂µϕ = V iµki, ∂µϕ = V µi ki,
where ki are arbitrary constant numbers satisfying the condition kiki = 0. The V
i
µ(V
µ
i )
are congruence parameters of curves (Latin indices refer to tetrad components). Thus
V µi V
j
µ = g
µνVνiV
j
µ = (g0)
j
i = δ
j
i and ∂
µϕ∂µϕ = (V
µ
i V
j
µ )k
ikj = 0. A substitution in
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eq.(14.4) gives rise to F ′ = A(θ)F , where (· · ·)′ stands for the derivative with respect to
ϕ, and
A(θ) =
2i(pΓ) +m2 − p2 + (γΓ)2 − (γ∂)(γΓ)
2i(kV p)− (kDV ) ; (14.7)
(kV p) = kiV µi pµ, (kDV ) = k
iDµV
µ
i , Dµ = ∂µ − 2Γµ,
p2 = pµpµ = g
µν(θ)pµpν (kV du) = kiV
i
µdu
µ.
(14.8)
Here we are interested in the right-handed eigen-vectors Fr (r = 1, 2, 3, 4) corresponding
to eigen-values µr of matrix A : AFr = µrFr. They are the roots of polynomial charac-
teristic equation c(µ) = ‖(µI −A)‖ = 0. Thus, one gets F ′r = µrFr. We may think of
the function F as being the product F =
4∏
r=1
Fr, hence (lnF )
′ =
4∑
r=1
µr = trA, where the
trace of matrix A is denoted by trA. Then (lnF )′ = XR(θ)− iXJ(θ), provided
XR(θ) = trAR(θ) = tr
−(kDV )
[
m2 − p2 + (γΓ)2 − (γ∂)(γΓ)
]
+ 4(kV p)(pΓ)
(kDV )2 + 4(kV p)2
 ,
XJ(θ) = trAJ(θ) = 2tr
(kV p)
[
m2 − p2 + (γΓ)2 − (γ∂)(γΓ)
]
+ (kDV )(pΓ)
(kDV )2 + 4(kV p)2
 .
(14.9)
One infers at once that the solution clearly is
F (θ) = C
(
m
Eu
)1/2
u exp{χR(θ)− iχJ (θ)}, (14.10)
where C is a normalization constant, u is a constant bi-spinor, and
χR(θ) =
∫ uµ
0
(kV du)XR(θ), χJ (θ) =
∫ uµ
0
(kV du)XJ(θ). (14.11)
So define
Ψ(θ)⇒ Ψ
u λ
(θ+k) = Ψ¯
u
λ(θ−k)
∣∣∣∣
θ−k=θ+k
, Ψ¯(θ)⇒ Ψ¯
u λ
(θ+k) = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)
∣∣∣∣
θ−k=θ+k
, (14.12)
then
Ψ
u λ
(θ+k) = F (θ+k)e
−ipu = f(+)(θ+k)Ψ
u λ
, Ψ
u
λ(θ−k) = Ψ
u
λf(−)(θ−k), (14.13)
provided by the transformation functions
f(+)(θ+k) = Ce
χR(θ+k)−iχJ (θ+k),
f(−)(θ−k) = f
∗
(+)(θ+k)
∣∣∣
θ+k=θ−k
= CeχR(θ−k)+iχJ (θ−k).
(14.14)
The Ψ
u λ
(Ψ
u
λ) is the plane wave function of regular ordinary goyak. It was assumed that
constant bi-spinor u coincides with the amplitude of plane wave, just because of require-
ment of boundary smoothness, that Ψ
u
J(θ) must match onto the wave function of ordinary
regular goyak at u0 = −∞. The inverse transformations at fixed (k) are given by
Ψ
u λ
= f−1(+)(θ+k)Ψu λ
(θ+k), Ψ
u
λ = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)f
−1
(−)(θ−k). (14.15)
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15 Quarks and Color Confinement Principle
Until now we agreed to consider only a special stable system of regular goyaks, which
comes into being in the lowest state (s0). As it was seen, it consists of one η-type goyak
and infinite number of u-type goyaks. They realize the geometry G(2.2.3) by satisfying
the necessary requirements. But such kind of realization is a trivial one, which gives rise
to geometry without particles and interactions. However, there is still an other a quite
different choice of realization of geometry, which subsequently leads to geometry G(2.2.3),
with the particles and interactions, by the following recipe: Everything said in section 7
will then remain valid provided we make the simple changes. We admit, that the distorted
ordinary goyaks have took participation in the realization of geometry instead of regular
ordinary goyaks. The ordinary laws regarding these changes apply that we must make
use of localized wave packets of distorted ordinary goyaks
Ψˆ
u
(θ) =
∑
±s
∫
d3pu
(2π)3/2
(
γˆ
u
(+α)
k
Ψ
u (+α)
(θ+k) + γˆ
u
(−α)
k
Ψ
u (−α)
(θ+k)
)
,
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(θ) =
∑
±s
∫
d3pu
(2π)3/2
(
γˆ
u
k
(+α)
Ψ
u
(+α)(θ−k) + γˆ
u
k
(−α)
Ψ
u
(−α)(θ−k)
)
,
(15.1)
where as usual the summation is extended over all dummy indices, and
Ψ
u (+α)
(θ+k) = u(+α)Ψ
u +
(θ+k), Ψ
u (−α)
(θ+k) = u(−α)Ψ
u −
(θ+k),
Ψ
u
(+α)(θ−k) = u
(+α)Ψ
u
+(θ−k), Ψ
u
(−α)(θ−k) = u
(−α)Ψ
u
−(θ−k).
(15.2)
The matrix elements of anti-commutators of generalized expansion coefficients take the
form
< χ− | {γˆ
u
(+α)
k
(p, s), γˆ
u
k′
(+β)
(p′, s′)} | χ− >=
=< χ+ | {γˆ
u
k′
(+β)
(p′, s′), γˆ
u
(+α)
k
(p, s)} | χ+ >= −δss′δαβδkk′δ3(~p− ~p′). (15.3)
The expressions of causal Green’s functions of distorted ordinary goyaks and their gener-
alization can be readily written
G
u
θ
F
(θ+ − θ−) = −i < χ− | T Ψˆ
u
(θ+)
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
(θ−) | χ− >0 /(u+u−)0 =
= −i
∫
d3pu
(2π)3/2
Ψ
u +p
(θ+k)Ψ¯
u +p
(θ−k)θ(u
0
+ − u0−) + i
∫
d3pu
(2π)3/2
Ψ¯
u −p
(θ−k)Ψ
u −p
(θ+k)θ(u
0
− − u0+);
(15.4)
and G˜
u
θ
F
(θ+−θ−) =
Nλ∑
rλ=1
| c¯(rλ) |2G
u
rλ
λ
(θ+−θ−), providedG
u
rλ
λ
(θ+−θ−) = −iT (Ψ
u
rλ
λ
(θ+)Ψ¯
u
rλ
λ
(θ−)),
where θ±(η±, u±). Geometry realization requirement now must be satisfied for each ordi-
nary goyak in terms of
G
u
θ
F
(0) = G
η F
(0) or G˜
u
θ
F
(0) = G˜
η F
(0). (15.5)
They are valid in the case if following relations hold for each distorted ordinary goyak:∑
k
Ψ
u +p
(θ+k(η, u))Ψ¯
u +p
(θ−k(η, u)) =
=
∑
k
Ψ
u
′
+p
(θ′+k(η, u))Ψ¯
u
′
+p
(θ′−k(η, u)) = · · · = Ψ
η +p
(η)Ψ¯
η +p
(η),
(15.6)
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and ∑
k
Ψ¯
u −p
(θ−k(η, u))Ψ
u −p
(θ+k(η, u)) =
=
∑
k
Ψ¯
u
′
−p
(θ′−k(η, u))Ψ
u
′
−p
(θ′+k(η, u)) = · · · = Ψ¯
η −p
(η)Ψ
η −p
(η).
(15.7)
That is, distorted ordinary goyaks are being met in the special permissible combinations
to realize the geometry. One final observation is worth recording. The following relations
hold for the distortion transformation functions f(±)(θ±):∑
k
f(+)(θ+k)f(−)(θ−k) =
∑
k
f ′(+)(θ
′
+k)f
′
(−)(θ
′
−k) = · · · = inv,∑
k
f(−)(θ−k)f(+)(θ+k) =
∑
k
f ′(−)(θ
′
−k)f
′
(+)(θ
′
+k) = · · · = inv.
(15.8)
We have arrived at a quite promising and entirely satisfactory proposal to answer some
of the original questions, namely those: what is the essential content of our notion of
quarks and quantum number of color? What is the physical origin of them and especially
the Color Confinement principle? To answer these queries below, in special case of local
angles θ±k(η, u) with (k) running from 1 to 3, we may think of the function Ψ
u λ
(θ+k(η, u))
at fixed (k) as being u-component of bi-spinor field of ”quark” qˆk, and of Ψ
u
λ(θ−k(η, u)) -
an u-component of conjugate bi-spinor field of ”anti-quark” ¯ˆqk. Thus, the local rotations
through the angles θ+k(η, u) and θ−k(η, u) yield the quarks and anti-quarks, respectively.
The index (k) refers to so-called ”color” degrees of freedom in the case of rotations through
the angles θ+k(η, u) and ”anti-color” degrees of freedom in the case of θ−k(η, u). Here we
leave the η-components of quark bi-spinor fields implicit, which are plane waves. Surely,
one may readily perform a transition to conventional quark fields Ψf(xf ) onM
4 (sec. 5.6).
Thus,a quark is a fermion with the half-integral spin and certain color degree of freedom.
As it was seen there are exactly three colors and the usual nomenclature is: qˆ1=red quark,
qˆ2= green quark, qˆ3 =blue quark. Due to eq.(15.8), one gets∑
k
qˆkp¯ˆqkp =
∑
k
qˆ′kp
¯ˆq′kp = · · · = inv = Ψ
η +p
(η)Ψ¯
η +p
(η),∑
k
¯ˆq−kpqˆ−kp =
∑
k
¯ˆ
q′−kpqˆ
′
−kp = · · · = inv = Ψ¯
η −p
(η)Ψ
η −p
(η),
(15.9)
which utilize the whole idea of Color(Quark) Confinement principle. According to it the
quarks act in the special combinations of ”color singlets” to realize the geometry.
Only two color singlets are available (see section 16.3)
(qq¯) =
1√
3
δkk′ qˆk¯ˆqk′ = inv, (qqq) =
1√
6
εklmqˆkqˆlqˆm = inv. (15.10)
If this picture of the color confinement turns out to reflect the actual situation in nature,
quarks would be fields without free particles associated to them. Color would be confined,
and the spectrum of hadrons (permissible combinations of quarks) would emerge as the
spectrum of the color singlet states. Unwanted states (since not seen) like quarks (q),
(color triplets) or diquarks (qq) (color sextets) are eliminated by construction at the very
beginning.
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16 Gauge Principle; Internal Symmetries
As it was seen, the principle of identity holds for ordinary regular goyaks, according to it
each goyak in the lowest state can be regarded as a result of transition into the state (s0)
from an arbitrary state, in which the goyaks assumed to be distorted. This is succinctly
stated below
Ψ
u λ
= f−1(+)(θ+k)Ψu λ
(θ+k) = f
−1
(+)(θ
′
+l)
′
Ψ
u λ
(θ′+l) = · · · ,
Ψ
u
λ = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)f
−1
(−)(θ−k) = Ψu
′λ(θ′−l)f
−1
(−)(θ
′
−l) = · · ·
(16.1)
Hence the following transformations may be implemented on the distorted ordinary goy-
aks:
Ψ
u
′
λ
(θ′+l) = f(+)(θ
′
+l)Ψ
u λ
= f(+)(θ
′
+l)f
−1
(+)(θ+k)Ψu λ
(θ+k),
Ψ
u
′λ(θ′−l) = Ψ
u
λf(−)(θ
′
−l) = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)f
−1
(−)(θ−k)f(−)(θ
′
−l).
(16.2)
The transformations take the standard form
Ψ
u
′
λ
(θ′+l) = f
(+)
lk Ψ
u λ
(θ+k) = f(θ
′
+l, θ+k)Ψ
u λ
(θ+k),
Ψ
u
′λ(θ′−l) = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)f
(−)
kl = Ψ
u
λ(θ−k)f
∗(θ′−l, θ−k)
∣∣∣∣ θ′−l = θ′+l
θ−k = θ+k,
(16.3)
provided
f
(+)
lk = exp{χRlk − iχJlk}, f (−)kl = (f (+)lk )
∗
,
χRlk = χR(θ
′
+l)− χR(θ+k), χJlk = χJ(θ′+l)− χJ(θ+k).
(16.4)
The transformation functions are regarded as the operators in the space of internal de-
grees of freedom labeled by (±k), corresponding to distortion rotations around the axes
(±k) by the angles θ±k(η, u). We make proposition that local distortion rotations through
the angles θ±k(η, u) with different (k) are incompatible.
It is clear that because of incompatibility they can not be realized simultaneously. Hence
the operators f
(±)
lk with different (lk) cannot have simultaneous eigen-states, i.e. measure-
ments on their observables do not yield definite values (they ”spread”). Transformation
operators f
(±)
lk obey the commutation relations of incompatibility of distortion rotations
f
(+)
lk f
(+)
cd − f (+)ld f (+)ck = ‖f (+)‖εlcmεkdnf (−)nm ,
f
(−)
kl f
(−)
dc − f (−)dl f (−)kc = ‖f (−)‖εlcmεkdnf (+)mn ,
(16.5)
where l, k, c, d,m, n = 1, 2, 3. As far as distorted ordinary goyaks have took participation
in the realization of geometry G(2.2.3) instead of regular ones, the principle of identity
of regular goyaks directly leads to the equivalent statement, which is known in physics
under the name of Gauge Principle: an action integral of any physical system, defined
in flat manifold G(2.2.3), must be invariant under arbitrary transformations eq.(16.3).
This principle is valid for any physical system, which can be treated as a definite system
of distorted ordinary goyaks with arbitrary internal degrees of freedom. In accordance
with eq.(9.2) the total bi-spinor field of distorted goyak, which realizes the representation
D(1
2
, 0) ⊗ D(0, 1
2
) ⊗ D(1
2
, 0) ⊗ D(0, 1
2
) of the group ŜO(6.6), reads in component form
Ψk(ζ) = Ψ
η
(η)Ψ
u λ
(θ+k), Ψ¯k(ζ) = Ψ¯
u λ
(θ+k)Ψ¯
η
(η), where Ψ
η
(η) is simply plane wave bi-
spinor. Taking into account eq.(16.3), we get the equivalent transformations implemented
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on the total fields
Ψ′l(ζ) = f(θ
′
+l(ζ), θ+k(ζ))Ψk(ζ), Ψ¯
′
l(ζ) = Ψ¯k(ζ)f
∗(θ′−l(ζ), θ−k(ζ)). (16.6)
They can be written succinctly
Ψ′(ζ) = U(θ(ζ))Ψ(ζ), Ψ¯′(ζ) = Ψ¯(ζ)U+(θ(ζ)). (16.7)
Matrix notation is employed in eq.(16.7): Ψ = {Ψk}, U(θ) = {f(θ′+l, θ+k)}. Particularly,
in the case of local transformations through the angles θ±k(ζ) with the color index (k)
running from 1 to 3, the transformations eq.(16.7) yield the following ones implemented
on the quark fields defined on manifold G(2.2.3):
qˆ′l(ζ) = f(θ
′
+l(ζ), θ+k(ζ))qˆk(ζ),
¯ˆq
′
l(ζ) =
¯ˆqk(ζ)f
∗(θ′−l(ζ), θ−k(ζ)), (16.8)
or in matrix notation
qˆ′(ζ) = U(θ(ζ))qˆ(ζ), ¯ˆq′(ζ) = ¯ˆq(ζ)U+(θ(ζ)), (16.9)
where qˆ(ζ) = {qˆk(ζ)} = {Ψ
η
(η)qˆk}. As we will see below, due to the incompatibility
commutation relations (16.5), the transformation matrices {U} generate the unitary group
of internal symmetries U(1), SU(2), SU(3). In order to utilize a gauge principle in its
concrete expression, below we discuss different possible models.
16.1 The Local Group U loc(1) of Electromagnetic Interactions
At the beginning we discuss the most simple case of one-dimensional local transformations,
through the local angles θ+1(ζ) and θ−1(ζ)
f (+) =
 f
(+)
11 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , f (−) = (f (+))+. (16.10)
The commutation relations (16.5) of incompatibility of distortion rotations reduced to
identity f
(+)
11 = ‖f (+)‖. In considered case χR(θ+1) = χR(θ−1), and f (+)11 = f(+)(θ+1)f(−)(θ−1) =
f(θ+1, θ−1). Combining eq.(16.4) and eq.(16.9), it holds
Ψ′(ζ) = U(θ)Ψ(ζ), Ψ¯′(ζ) = Ψ¯(ζ)U∗(θ), (16.11)
provided by the transformation function
f
(+)
11 = U(θ) = f(θ+1(ζ), θ−1(ζ)) = exp{−iχ(+)J (θ+1) + iχ(−)J (θ−1)}. (16.12)
It may give rise to U(θ) = e−iθ, where θ ≡ χ(+)J (θ+1) − χ(−)J (θ−1). The strength of
interaction is specified by a single coupling Q, which is called electrical charge. A set of
transformations generates a commutative Abelian unitary local group of electromagnetic
interactions U loc(1). That is, Lie group G is realized as a G = U loc(1) = SOloc(2), with
one-dimensional trivial algebra gˆ1 = R
1. The invariance under the local group U loc(1)
leads to electromagnetic field, the massless quanta of which - photons are electrically
neutral, just because of the conditions (15.8) and eq.(16.12):
f(θ+1, θ−1) = f(θ
′
+1, θ
′
−1) = · · · inv. (16.13)
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16.2 Unitary Local Group SU loc(2) of Weak Interactions
Next we consider a particular case of two-dimensional local transformations through the
angles θ±m(ζ) around two axes (m = 1, 2). The matrix function of transformation is
written down
f (+) =
 f
(+)
11 f
(+)
12 0
f
(+)
21 f
(+)
22 0
0 0 1
 , f (−) = (f (+))+. (16.14)
So, the commutation relations (16.5) of incompatibility of distortion rotations give rise to
non-trivial conditions
f
(+)
11 =
∥∥∥f (+)∥∥∥ (f (+)22 )∗, f (+)21 = − ∥∥∥f (+)∥∥∥ (f (+)12 )∗,
f
(+)
12 = −
∥∥∥f (+)∥∥∥ (f (+)21 )∗, f (+)22 = ∥∥∥f (+)∥∥∥ (f (+)11 )∗, (16.15)
Hence
∥∥∥f (+)∥∥∥ = 1. One can readily infer the matrix U(θ) of gauge transformations of
collection of fundamental fields
U = e−i
~T~θ =
(
f
(+)
11 f
(+)
12
f
(+)
21 f
(+)
22
)
, (16.16)
where Ti (i = 1, 2, 3) are the matrix representation of generators of the group SU(2):
Ti =
1
2
σi, [Ti, Tj] = iεijkTk, σi are Pauli’s matrices, ~θ(θ1, θ2, θ2) are the transformation
parameters of SU(2), and due to eq.(16.15) U+U = I. The fundamental fields will come
in multiplets, which form a basis for representations of the isospin group SU(2)
U(θ) =
[
cos
θ
2
− i
θ
sin
θ
2
(
θ3 θ1 − iθ2
θ1 + iθ2 −θ3
)]
, (16.17)
(θ =| ~θ |). We get easily
θ1
θ
=
eχ
R
12 sinχJ12√
1− e2χR11cos2χJ11
,
θ2
θ
= − e
χR12 cosχJ12√
1− e2χR11cos2χJ11
,
θ3
θ
=
eχ
R
11 sinχJ11√
1− e2χR11cos2χJ11
, θ = 2 arccos
(
eχ
R
11 cosχJ11
)
, eχ
R
11 ≤ 1.
(16.18)
The following relations hold:
χR11 = χ
R
22, χ
R
12 = χ
R
21 χ
J
11+χ
J
22 = 0, χ
J
21+χ
J
12 = π, χ
R
12 =
1
2
ln
(
1− e2χR11
)
. (16.19)
Hence, three functions χR11, χ
J
11 and χ
J
12 or the angles θ
′
+1, θ+1 and θ+2 are parameters of
the group SU loc(2)
χR11 = χR(θ
′
+1)−χR(θ+1), χJ11 = χJ(θ′+1)−χJ(θ+1), χJ12 = χJ(θ′+1)−χJ (θ+2). (16.20)
Therefore, the local gauge transformations of collection of fundamental fields read Ψ′(ζ) =
U(θ)Ψ(ζ), where physical field Ψ(ζ) is a column vector. Continuing along this line, the
Lagrangian must be invariant under local gauge transformations, as well by introducing
non-Abelian vector gauge fields of weak interactions.
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16.3 Unitary Local Group SU loc(3) of Strong Interactions
Finally we turn to the case, when gauge transformations around all three axes are local.
Then, there are nine possible transformations with the functions f
(+)
lk , (l, k = 1, 2, 3):
f (+) =

f
(+)
11 f
(+)
12 f
(+)
13
f
(+)
21 f
(+)
22 f
(+)
23
f
(+)
31 f
(+)
32 f
(+)
33
 , f (−) = (f (+))+. (16.21)
Incompatibility commutation relations (16.5) yield the unitary condition U−1 = U+,
f (+) ≡ U , and also ‖U‖ = 1. Then U(θ) = e− i2~λ~θ, where λi
2
(i = 1, . . . , 8) are the matrix
representation of generators of the group SU(3):
[
λi
2
,
λk
2
]
= ifikl
λl
2
, the antisymmetric
structure constants are denoted by fikl. The transformations are implemented on the
column vector fundamental quark fields qˆ′ = U(θ)qˆ. Right through differentiation one
infers at once ~λ ~dθ = 2iU+dU, or
~θ = −
∫
Im
(
tr
(
~λ
(
f (−)df (+)
)))
, (16.22)
provided Re
(
tr
(
~λ
(
f (−)df (+)
)))
≡ 0. At the infinitesimal transformations θi ≪ 1
 q
′
1
q′2
q′3
 =

1− i
2

θ3 +
1√
3
θ8 θ1 − iθ2 θ4 − iθ5
θ1 + iθ2 −θ3 + 1√
3
θ8 θ6 − iθ7
θ4 + iθ5 θ6 + iθ7 − 2√
3
θ8


·
 q1q2
q3
 , (16.23)
we get
θ1 ≈ 2eχR12 sinχJ12, θ3 ≈ sinχJ33 + 2 sinχJ11, θ5 ≈ 2(1− eχR13 cosχJ13),
θ2 ≈ 2(1− eχR12 cosχJ12), θ4 ≈ 2eχR13 sinχJ13, θ6 ≈ 2eχR23 sinχJ23,
θ7 ≈ 2(1− eχR23 cosχJ23), θ8 ≈ −
√
3 sinχJ33,
(16.24)
provided
χRll ≈ 0, χRlk ≈ χRkl, χJlk ≈ χJkl, (l 6= k) sinχJ11 + sinχJ22 + sinχJ33 ≈ 0. (16.25)
As it was seen in section 15, the existence of the internal symmetry group SU locC (3) allows
oneself to introduce a gauge theory in color space, with the color charges as exactly con-
served quantities. The local color transformations are implemented on the colored quarks
right through a SU locC (3) rotation matrix U eq.(16.21) in the fundamental representation.
17 Discussion and Conclusions
At this point we cut short our exposition of the theory and reflect upon the results far
obtained. A number of conclusions may be drawn and the main features of suggested
theory are outlined below. We have finally arrived at an entirely satisfactory proposal to
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answer all original questions posed in introduction. The following scenario is cleared up,
the whole idea of which comes to this: the basic concepts of geometry, fundamental fields
with various quantum numbers, internal symmetries and so forth; also the basic principles
of Relativity, Quantum, Gauge and Color Confinement, are all derivative. They come into
being simultaneously.
We have mainly developed the mathematical framework for our viewpoint. We recognize
that this kind of mathematical treatment has been necessarily introductory by nature,
hence our discussion has been rather general and abstract. The numerous issues in sug-
gested theory still remain to be resolved. Surely the more realistic complete theory is a
subject for further research.
We start with a quite promising proposal of generating the group of gravitation by hid-
den local internal symmetries. Meanwhile, under the reflection of shadow fields from
Minkowski flat space to Riemannian, one framed the idea of general gauge principle of
local internal symmetries G into requirement of invariance of physical system of reflected
fields on R4 under the Lie group of gravitation GR of local gauge transformations gener-
ated by G. This yields the invariance under wider group of arbitrary curvilinear coordinate
transformations in R4. While the energy -momentum conservation laws are well -defined.
The fascinating prospect emerged for resolving or mitigating a shortage of controversial
problems of gravitation including its quantization by exploiting whole advantages of field
theory in terms of flat space. In the aftermath, one may carry out an inverse reflection
into R4 whenever it will be needed. It was proved that only gravitational attraction
exists. One may easily infer Einstein’s equation of gravitation, but with strong differ-
ence at the vital point of well -defined energy -momentum tensor of gravitational field
and conservation laws. Nevertheless, for our part we prefer standard gauge invariant La-
grangian eq.(4.11), while the functions eq.(2.3) ought to be defined. We considered the
gravitational interaction with hidden Abelian group G = U loc(1) with the base G(2.3)
of principle bundle as well as the general distortion of manifold G(2.2.3), which yields
both the curvature and inner-distortion of space and time. Regarding the persistent pro-
cesses of creation and annihilation of regular goyaks in the lowest state, we develop the
formalism of operator manifold Gˆ(2.2.3), which is the mathematical foundation for our
viewpoint in the second and third parts. This is a guiding formalism of our approach and
a still wider generalization of familiar methods of secondary quantization with appropri-
ate expansion over the processes involving geometric objects. This generalization yields
the quantization of geometry, which differs in principle from all earlier suggested schemes.
One readily found out a contingency arisen at the very beginning that all states of goyak
are degenerate with a degree of degeneracy equal 2. That is, along many quantum num-
bers of definite state of goyak there is half-integral spin number. Thus, the goyaks are
turned out to be fermions with the half-integral spins. As it was seen in later sections,
this gives rise to the spins of particles. The nature of Gˆ(2.2.3) provides its elements with
both the field and geometric aspects. In this context it comes out that the geometry is
derivative by nature. It may be realized in the special system of regular goyaks if only
some subsidiary condition holds for each participating ordinary goyak. In the sequel, the
manifold G(2.2.3) gives rise to the Minkowski flat space M4. By this we have arrived
at an answer to the question of the physical origin of the space-time and the Principle
of Relativity. We have briefly treated the quantum theory situation corresponding to
simultaneous presence of many identical goyak fields. In last part we extend the scopes of
treatment by considering the processes involving distorted goyaks. For the second choice
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of realization of geometry we have following recipe: it is admitted that distorted ordinary
goyaks have took participation in the realization of geometry instead of regular ordinary
goyaks. It comes out that distorted goyaks are acting in special permissible combinations
to realize the geometry. The wave functions and conjugate functions of distorted goyaks
enable one to introduce the bi-spinor (conjugate) field of quarks and anti-quarks as the
operator fields in the color space of internal degrees of freedom, corresponding to local
distortion transformations around axes k = 1, 2, 3. We have assumed that local distortion
rotations around the different axes are incompatible, i.e. they cannot occur simultane-
ously. It has been shown that quarks are being met in some special combinations to
emerge in geometry only in color singlets. That is, they obey exact Color Confinement
principle and the spectrum of hadrons would emerge as the spectrum of the color singlet
states. As it was seen , the identity principle holds for ordinary regular goyaks, according
to it each goyak in the lowest state may be regarded as the result of transformation from
arbitrary higher state, in which the goyaks are assumed to be distorted. It is impressive
to learn that this principle, underlies the most important gauge principle. A global charge
conservation corresponds to global gauge invariance. But a requirement of expansion of
Lie group from global to local symmetry can be satisfied by introducing the gauge fields
of interactions. This invariance in its concrete expressions yields the different models of
possible interactions: one-dimensional transformations provide a local internal symmetry
of electromagnetic interactions, with an Abelian group U loc(1): two-dimensional transfor-
mations lead to local internal symmetry of weak interactions, with the local non-Abelian
unitary group SU loc(2); and finally, three-dimensional transformations yield the strong
interactions, with the local group SU locC (3).
All these results assure us that the more realistic final theory of particles and interactions
can be found within the context of the theory of goyaks. We believe we have made good
headway by presenting a reasonable framework whereby one will be able to verify the
basic ideas of suggested theory.
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Appendix
The Wave Equation of Distorted Goyak
As a Fermi field defined in distorted manifold G
u
(23), the bi-spinor field of distorted
ordinary goyak is described by invariant Lagrangian, which, according to tetrad formalism
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[13] can be written [1-5]:
√−gLF =
√−g
2
{
−i Ψ¯
u
(θ)g
u
(λα)(∂
u (λα)
Γ
u (λα)
) Ψ
u
(θ)+
+i Ψ¯
u
(θ)(
←
∂
u (λα)
− Γ¯
u (λα)
)g
u
(λα)
Ψ
u
(θ) + 2m Ψ¯
u
(θ) Ψ
u
(θ)
}
,
(A.1)
where g
u
(λα)(θ) are matrix realization of basis e
u
(λα)(θ):
g
u
(λα)(θ) = V
u
(λα)
(τβ)
(θ)γ
(τβ)
0 . (A.2)
The matrix functions Γ
u (λα)
(θ) and Γ¯
u (λα)
(θ) in terms of Ricci rotation coefficients read
Γ
u (λα)
(θ) =
1
4
∆(λα)(i,l)(m,p)γ
(i,l)
0 γ
(m,p)
0 , Γ¯u (λα)
(θ) =
1
4
∆(λα)(i,l)(m,p)γ
(m,p)
0 γ
(i,l)
0 , (A.3)
provided ∆(λα)(i,l)(m,p) = ∆(λα)(τβ)(ργ)V
(τβ)
(i,l) V
(ργ)
(m,p), and
∆(λα)(τβ)(ργ) =
1
2
(
∂
u (τβ)
g
u(λα)(ργ)
− ∂
u (ργ)
g
u(λα)(τβ)
− ∂
u (λα)
g
u(ργ)(τβ)
)
+ V
(i,l)
(τβ)∂u (λα)
V(ργ)(i,l);
g
u(λα)(τβ)
= V
(i,l)
(λα)V(i,l)(τβ) = g(i,l)(m,p)V
(i,l)
(λα)V
(m,p)
(τβ) ,
(A.4)
V
(λα)
(i,l) (θ) are congruence parameters of curves (Latin indices refer to tetrad components).
Here, as usual, we let first subscript in the parentheses labels the pseudo-vector compo-
nents, when second refers to ordinary-vector components. At fixed metric the current
J
u
(λα) = Ψ¯
u
(θ)g
u
(λα)(θ) Ψ
u
(θ) is conserved
1√−g∂u (λα)(
√−gJ
u
(λα)) = 0. Field equations can be
derived at once right through eq.(A.1) and variational principle of least action[
ig
u
(λα)(θ)(∂
u (λα)
− Γ
u (λα)
(θ))−m
]
Ψ
u
(θ) = 0,
Ψ¯
u
(θ)
[
i(
←
∂
u (λα)
− Γ¯
u (λα)
(θ))g
u
(λα)(θ)−m
]
= 0.
(A.5)
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